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ELENA AND GENNADY TIMCHENKO

Main points
All programmes of the Foundation are based on the common 
principle — rendering support to people and communities at 
the local level. We believe that this is the right approach to 
change their lives in a real and sustainable way. This report 
covers the Foundation's activities aimed to develop backyard 
hockey and chess in schools; support leadership teams in 
small towns and villages; assist families in crisis; support 
community activities of senior citizens. The report also shows 
the value we place on training for partners and specialists.
In addition, the Foundation's team  constantly improve 
competencies and use expert knowledge in their work.

Development Stage
We believe that the Foundation is at an advanced stage
of development. Its five-year strategic cycle will end in a year, 
but we can already point out significant results of some 
long-term projects. In 2019, the eight-year Active Generation 
grant competition came to an end. In the meantime,
the Foundation supported 1,500 project applications from
42 regions of Russia. New organisations and services for the 
elderly have been established. The Foundation's partners in 
this competition have launched their own programmes for
the older generation. The first graduates of the Cultural 
Mosaic of Small Towns and Villages project passed an 
additional training course and have already successfully
held their own competitions in their areas. The Cultural 
Mosaic model has sparked the interest in a number of regions. 
The Udmurt Republic will start implementing it in 2020. 

The Foundation's team sets increasingly complex tasks, 
engaging strong partners, studying the best practices, and 
conducting research. Its initiatives are often innovative for our 
country and cannot enjoy broad support immediately. For 
example, the Foundation promotes the topics of children's 
well-being and their participation in the far-reaching decisions, 
prevention of abuse in sports clubs, supporting  family-centred 
care, and a number of other issues.

Changes
The advanced stage shall not be the reason for stagnation
and complacency. Even successful projects should come
to end, giving way to new in-demand ones. The Foundation
is completing  the Active Generation competition, as society's 
attitude to active older people is changing before our eyes —
a large number of relevant programs have been launched, and 
we no longer need to prove that a fulfilling and interesting life
is possible after retirement. But we still observe the need for 
care among older people who are living at home and cannot 
perform everyday activities on their own. Therefore, the 
Foundation has developed a new project aimed to support frail 
elderly in their place of residence. This project will be launched 
in 2020 and we hope to mobilise local communities by 
strengthening their solidarity and intergenerational ties.

FOUNDERS
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XENIA FRANK

Development
We know that social problem solving requires long-term 
consistent efforts. In 2019, together with our partners,
we continued to run the flagship competitions of our 
programmes: the Cultural Mosaic of Small Towns and
Villages, the Family Fairway, the Dobryi Led (Good Ice), and 
the Active Generation. We also launched the Family Harbour 
competition to support organisations involved in social 
orphanhood prevention — the most topical issue in the 
framework of the Family and Children programme. At the 
same time, there are questions we keep asking ourselves:
"Is this approach relevant today?", "How can we solve this 
problem more effectively?", "What new challenges have 
emerged over the past period?" Answers to these questions 
help us develop our programmes.

Plans
The next logical step following our concept of continuous 
development is to integrate the best practices of the Founda-
tion's strategic programmes. Over the past nine years, each 
programme have accumulated significant experience. 

Combining this expertise can bring a synergetic effect. 
At the end of 2019, we have planned a Communities of Solidar-
ity pilot project designed to solve the most acute problems
of local communities. This project will be launched in 2020.

Obstacles
Unfortunately, we see that Russia still lacks serious scientific 
research in the social sphere that could be applied in practice. 
We regularly invest resources in such research and will contin-
ue to do so. After all, the results of such research help us build 
our projects in a more efficient and accurate way. Also, they 
are in demand by other NGOs and the government. For exam-
ple, the 2019 study on the causes of social orphanhood 
evoked great interest among specialists in the field of child 
protection and provoked wide discussions in the expert 
communities.

CHAIR OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
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MARIA MOROZOVA

Assessment
The year 2019 brought us some unexpected results. The 
Foundation was commended for its work and took the first 
place in the new rating of private charitable foundations by 
Forbes magazine. It is important to note that expert opinion 
was based on the scope of funding only by 30%; the main 
criteria were the availability of a clear and consistent strate-
gy, systematic approach and evaluation of the results, trans-
parency and management quality. We are pleased to receive 
this recognition because we place great importance on these 
aspects of our work and make every effort to constantly 
improve it. Our monitoring and evaluation system passed an 
independent audit last year. At large, the results are positive 
and we take into account the comments to refine some 
details. The Active Generation and the Cultural Mosaic proj-
ects were externally evaluated as well. In particular, conclu-
sions from the assessment of the latter allowed us to focus 
not only on local development centres but also on other 
successful sociocultural practices supported at the first 
stages of the competition. We are planning to launch a 
large-scale project in 2020 to summarize the results of the 
Foundation's work over ten years of its operation.

Sustainability
When planning the projects, we always think about their 
successful independent development. Now we can observe 
actual examples of such sustainability. Graduates of the first 
round of the Cultural Mosaic of Small Towns and Villages 
project now fully participate in the strategic development
of their territories. 

The Children’s Sledge Hockey League created with
the support of the Foundation has become a leader in this 
area, attracted strong partners, and supported the creation
of six new teams in 2019 only. During the reporting year, the 
last of the three "villages" for foster families supported by
the Foundation was transferred on a grant basis to the state 
authorities as public residential property. Now all of them are 
developing as significant resource centres in the system
of prevention of child disadvantage in their regions.

Partners
The Foundation's success is impossible without reliable part-
ners. They enhance our contributions, complementing them 
with their expertise and organisational resources. The inspir-
ing atmosphere of cooperation is equally important — it turns 
like-minded people and friends into our partners. In 2019,
our annual conference Society for All Ages had merged with 
Russia — Territory of Care National forum. This was made 
possible through the Foundation's long-term relationship in 
the field of geriatrics development with the Russian Gerontol-
ogy Clinical Research Centre. Of course, hard times will always 
reveal true partnership. Last year, Yulia Buldakova, the leader 
of one of the Cultural Mosaic projects in Tulun, had taken the 
lead in coordinating assistance for those affected by a disas-
trous flood in the town. The Foundation and other participants 
of the Cultural Mosaic project rendered the required assis-
tance to her.

MANAGING DIRECTOR 
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ABOUT THE FOUNDATION

Our Mission
Our mission is to create and implement socially 
significant programmes that foster the intellectual, 
cognitive, and physical development of people of all 
generations. We are ready to risk and test new 
approaches to solve social issues together with our 
like-minded colleagues and partners. We work for the 
present and the future of our country aiming for 
long-term results of our activities.

Our Values
 INTEGRITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

We are personally accountable for all activities
of the Foundation 

The Foundation has developed the systems of planning, 
goal setting, analysis and evaluation of programme 
performance, as well as staff evaluation. 

We seek to ensure that organisations supported by the 
Foundation have success in development even after
our cooperation has come to an end. 

 COURAGE 

We are open to new ideas and ready to take risks

The Foundation supports innovative projects and
is willing to consciously share risks with our partners.

 ETHICS

We believe in family values and are striving
to strengthen the bonds between generations

The Foundation programmes are based on the conviction 
that family is the optimal natural environment for people 
of any age to live in.

 RESPECT FOR HUMAN DIGNITY

We are convinced that the human right to physical
and psychological well-being is inalienable

The well-being and dignity of people of all ages, 
regardless of their place of residence or health condition, 
is the underlying principle of all programmes of the 
Foundation. 

 TRANSPARENCY

We run transparent activities and are willing
to cooperate

The Foundation undergoes independent annual audits 
and publishes annual reports. Annual report drafts
are subject to public hearings. 

We regularly receive feedback from beneficiaries
who also take part in discussing strategic plans of the 
Foundation. We implement most of the Foundation's 
programmes in cooperation with strong expert 
organisations.

 FAITH IN HUMAN POTENTIAL 

We believe that everyone is capable of self-develop-
ment and can develop the surrounding people,
regardless of age and social status

The Foundation works for people and through people 
relying on their talents and capabilities. We support 
those who are willing to assume responsibility
and make the world a better place. 

 RELIANCE ON KNOWLEDGE

We invite the best experts for cooperation,
we are developing on our own and help
our beneficiaries to develop

We seek expert knowledge and advice in programme 
development and implementation. Training and 
awareness-raising as an objective is contained
in each programme of the Foundation.

 Sport
Creating favourable environment for the
development of sports among children and
young people, including those with disabilities.
Promoting an active lifestyle and sports among
children and young people.

 Culture
Creating conditions to unleash human potential and
improving the quality of life of rural people through
creativity and access to quality cultural services.
Development of a cultural dialogue between Russia,
the West and the East, as the basis for building
good neighbourly relations.

 Family and Children
Creating environment for every child to live
and be raised in a family.

 Older Generation
Building a society in Russia where one can grow
old without fear — the society for all ages.

Approach to Work
The Foundation implements four strategic programmes: 
Sport, Family and Children, Older Generation, and 
Culture. This choice was determined by the preferences 
of the founders of the Foundation. The programmes' 
strategy reflects the belief that assistance shall be 
rendered in the areas that have scarce resources but 
show prerequisites for change. We adhere to the same 
implementation approaches for each of the four 
programmes while preserving unique features related 
to the target groups, depth of our immersion in the 
topic, and social context.

Evidence-Based Approach

In our choice of an action strategy, we must rely on the 
data we have examined and determine the most 
effective tools for achieving goals and objectives. The 
Foundation's new programmes and projects begin with 
the research stage that assumes working with experts, 
reviewing the experience so far, and clarifying the 
problem. Then we develop a theory of change — the 
description of how the transformation is expected to 
take place in the short, medium, and long-term 
perspective. Based on this, we prepare action plans, the 
performance of which we can check and evaluate.

Cooperation with Experts

We involve leading Russian and foreign experts in all 
the Foundation's programmes; their opinions are taken 
into account when we develop strategic plans and 
select projects that are worth funding.
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We work on three levels:

 1 SOCIETY
 
 We believe that open discussion of problems
 and joint search for solutions are the most 
 appropriate ways to improve the situation. 
 This is why we interact with a wide range
 of stakeholder organisations and partners, 
 drawing public attention to topical issues.

 2 INFRASTRUCTURE 

 In each of our programmes, we strive to create 
 the system which supports leaders of social 
 change and contributes to networking
 and dissemination of technologies that 
 improve quality of solutions.

 3 REGIONAL PROJECTS

 We support active people willing to change 
 their lives and lives of their community
 for the better. One of our priorities
 is to involve residents of small towns
 and villages in our programmes.  

Synergy of the Programmes

We always seek opportunities to create a synergy 
between programmes. The achievements of each 
programme help us develop others and optimise the 
resources. For example, we may select certain NGOs
as regional partners for different programmes or give 
preference to joint internship programmes.

In 2019, we started developing a new project that com-
bines all four strategic programmes of the Foundation. 
The project's focus is to create a sustainable model of 
self-organisation and solidarity of local communities in 
small territories, as well as to solve urgent problems by 
efforts of the residents, and improve their quality of life 
using own resources of the community. To test this 
approach, we are planning to launch the pilot project
in 2020 in order to explore the possibility of launching
the full-scale strategic direction in 2021.

Partner Projects

As part of the Foundation's strategic programmes, 
each year we support projects and initiatives of 
partner organisations. 

Competitive Mechanism

All our programmes utilize a competitive mechanism 
based on transparent public procedures and selection 
criteria allowing to support active people and interest-
ing initiatives. Our competitions involve partners, includ-
ing regional ones, which helps us cover a large number 
of regions and attract local experts.

Training and Internship Programme

We help specialists from the regions acquire new
knowledge, competencies, and skills, so the educational 
component is included in each programme. We support 
promising ideas and innovative projects, providing an 
opportunity to prepare them for wider dissemination, 
including through internship programmes.

ABOUT THE FOUNDATION
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РЕЗУЛЬТАТЫ ПРЯМОГО ВОЗДЕЙСТВИЯ ФОНДАSCOPE OF THE FOUNDATION'S ACTIVITIES

Projects supported, 2017—2019

Older Generation CultureFamily and ChildrenSport

Percentage of projects implemented
in small towns and villages, 2017—2019, % 

projects were supported
by the Foundation in 2019687 of projects have been implemented

in small towns and villages59%

246
267

331

2018 20192017 2018 20192017 2018 20192017 2018 20192017

34 2933

159

260

83 105131
84

Older Generation CultureFamily and ChildrenSport

80

45
60

2018 20192017 2018 20192017 2018 20192017 2018 20192017

80 80
65

33
12

49

97 9894
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CULTURE PROGRAMME MISSION

PROGRAMME

Creating conditions 
to unleash human potential 
and improving the quality 
of life of rural people through 
creativity and access 
to quality cultural services. 

Development of a cultural 
dialogue between Russia, 
the West and the East, 
as the basis for building good 
neighbourly relations.
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

The second direction of the Culture programme aims
at supporting partners' cultural initiatives and projects 
on heritage preservation that make cultural life
in Russia richer and more diverse.

This programme direction includes two competitive 
projects. Open, National  project aims at supporting 
sociocultural initiatives in small towns (up to 50 
thousand residents) and villages. Winners of this 
competition have an opportunity to take part in the 
Cultural Mosaic: Partner Network — a closed 
competition that helps create sustainable sociocultural 
development centres in small communities.

The sociocultural initiatives support model (hereinafter 
the Cultural Mosaic model) includes several stages and 
rests upon the designed theory of change.

The winners of the competition solve more and more 
complex tasks at each next stage, and the Foundation 
both provides funding and organises system support 
through training, internship, mentoring, and 
information support.

In cooperation with strong regional partners, we 
provide local infrastructural and organisational support 
to the winners of the Cultural Mosaic.

In 2018, the programme had 17 first graduates who had
passed all stages of support. 

In 2017 and 2019, we organised two more open National 
competitions and supported new participants and their 
initiatives.

Cultural Mosaic
of Small Towns and Villages
Programme Direction

Cultural Mosaic
of Small Towns and Village

Partners' Cultural Projects

The flagship direction of the Culture programme 
serves the primary function of developing local 
communities through sociocultural activities and with 
reliance on their own human, cultural, natural, and 
symbolic resources.

We seek programme participants on a competitive 
basis among people and organisations who are
willing to take responsibility for developing their 
communities and creating more favourable conditions 
for their lives. They become leaders for various 
projects, unite partners, reach out to local residents 
and, as a result, make a big difference in the lives
of rural communities.

Programme Implementation Diagram 
for the Cultural Mosaic of Small Towns and Villages

OPEN COMPETITION
CULTURAL MOSAIC

SUPPORTING SOCIOCULTURAL
INITIATIVES

CLOSED COMPETITION
CULTURAL MOSAIC: PARTNERSHIP NETWORK

Supporting the establishment 
of sociocultural development centers

DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES 
THROUGH SOCIOCULTURAL 

TRANSFORMATIONS

TERRITORY DEVELOPMENT

Project 
implementation

Partnership
network

Sustainable 
Sociocultural 
Development
Centre

Joint activities
of people for the

common good

Cultural Mosaic Outcome
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2019 Enrolment: The Inherent Value
of Sociocultural Initiatives

In the open competition held in 2019, we found out
a new important focus for supporting applicants. 
In previous years, we were looking primarily for the 
projects and teams willing to create sustainable initia-
tives, build partner networks, and become potential 
centres for sociocultural development. However, in the 
course of our work, we realised that our theory of 
change needs to be amended. It is of high importance 
not to ignore other practices that we allocate resources 
to. If teams of small towns and villages are ready to 
involve the local population in sociocultural projects and 
give an impetus to something new, they can be of value 
all by themselves. Even if they do not move towards 
creating an infrastructure hub.

We should note that since the first competition appli-
cants have become more aware of our priorities, so the 
number of high-quality applications has increased 
significantly. 

This was largely due to the regional partners of the 
competition. Having two flows of applications reviewed, 
they had a better understanding of how to align poten-
tial beneficiaries with principles and goals of the
Cultural Mosaic.

As a result, in 2019, to our surprise and joy, we have 
learned from experts that, beyond 60 winners, there are 
still many projects worth supporting. 

Cultural Mosaic
of Small Towns and Villages

Foundation's Supervisory Board agreed to raise the 
amount of grant funding; as a result, the number of 
winners increased to 81. As a comparison, 55 and
58 projects received support in 2015 and 2017,
respectively. 

2017 Enrolment: Partners' Projects

58 projects that had won the open competition in
2017 participated in the closed competition organised 
in 2018 under the Cultural Mosaic model. 19 teams that 
had won the competition moved on to the next step — 
implementing partners' projects in 2019 with the 
involvement of representatives of local authorities and 
businesses, active people/initiative groups. The main 
condition is the availability of partners who provide 
co-financing for the project and it becomes impossible 
without their active involvement.

Graduate Support Program: Develop-
ment Strategies

In 2018, 17 teams from small towns and villages who 
had successfully completed all stages became gradu-
ates of the Cultural Mosaic. Almost all of the teams have 
formed potential hubs for sociocultural development; 
they bring together people and resources and create 
conditions for the development of local initiatives. 
In 2019, we initiated a professional external evaluation 
of the Cultural Mosaic to summarise and analyse our 
experience. The graduates also participated in it. 

Furthermore, we have collected and structured gradu-
ate case studies to show how the variety of unique 
practices is manifested within the Cultural Mosaic. 
As a result of this work, we will publish a collection of 
case studies called "Cultural Mosaic: Small Territories — 
Big Opportunities".

Also, in 2019, the graduates received additional training, 
consulting and co-financing support for their own local 
contests of the Small Cultural Mosaic. Our goal was to 
give these teams — the prepared agents of sociocultur-
al change — an opportunity to work with experts on 
further development strategies. To take part in the 
competition, it was required to have a registered 
non-profit organisation whose mission is related to the 
development of the local community and territory. 
9 leading projects managed to follow this requirement.

The main outcomes of this stage:

graduates alone organised the Small Cultural Mosaic 
competition, having attracted co-financing in the 
amount of 50% of the total budget (another half was 
provided by the Foundation). The thing that competi-
tions were successful confirms that the territories 
(including local administrations) perceive the gradu-
ates as responsible and reliable partners;

the graduate teams have reached the stage when 
they should determine the development strategy not 
only for their organisation, centre or network but also 
for the entire territory. It means they have joined the 
systemic process jointly with the local authorities
and other stakeholders.

Training and Support Programme

We offer the winners of the Cultural Mosaic to take part 
in the training and expert support programmes where 
each stage of the programme addresses various issues.

In 2019, the graduates worked with specialists to devise 
strategies for the development of their organisations 
which were then presented at a meeting with beneficia-
ries and experts of the Cultural Mosaic.

Leaders of the projects that had won the Cultural Mosaic: 
Partner Network competition in 2018 took part in the 
competition that would give them an opportunity to 
undertake the international internship in the Netherlands 
under the Economy of the Local: Culture, Communities, 
Sustainability Strategies programme. Representatives 
of seven Russian regions visited eight cities and got 
acquainted with the work of 30 cultural organisations 
in the Netherlands. They studied the technologies used 
by their Dutch colleagues to create partner networks, 
interact with the community, and develop territories; 
they also met the representatives of organisations work-
ing on financing programmes for Russian-Dutch cultural 
initiatives. 

The training programme included workshops and 
lectures by leading experts in the field of sociocultural 
design, partnership economy, commercial and non-com-
mercial fundraising; meetings and interviews with leaders 
of organisations and particular initiatives, as well 
as field study.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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The Foundation has established stable partnerships 
with several organisations whose cultural initiatives 
are supported for a number of years.

Maestro Temirkanov International 
Foundation for Cultural Initiatives
As part of the XIX International Music Festival 
Art Square that took place on 14–24 December in 
St. Petersburg, we supported the performance 
of ten-time Grammy award winner — "Take 6" 
vocal ensemble (the USA).

Performing Arts Festival and National The-
atre Award The Golden Mask
Theatres from small towns took part in the festival 
with the Foundation's support: two theatres in 
the competition and one in the non-competition 
programme. Representatives of 22 theatres from 
small towns took part in a training programme 
on theatre legislation and audience engagement 
methods. 

In May and June, the Golden Mask Festival in Russian 
Cities was held in the small towns of Sharypovo, 
Serov and Kamensk-Uralsky. As part of the tour 
programme, more than 3,000 people watched 
performances of the nominees and winners 
of the Golden Mask award.

PARTNERS' CULTURAL PROJECTS

Academy of Cinematographic and Theatre 
Arts N.S. Mikhalkova

We provided young professionals with the 
opportunity to get a one-year scholarship for study 
at the Academy. From April to May 2019, field 
admission committees worked in five cities: 
Izhevsk, Novosibirsk, Orenburg, Orel and Tyumen. 
24 participants from the regions began their study 
at the Academy in the 2019–2020 academic year. 
Also, this year, 30 attendees of 2018–2019 academic 
year completed their studies.

A Greek's Journey across the Real Russia
Within the framework of small territories promotion, 
the Foundation contributed to creating a series of 
four travel documentaries that shed light on the life 
of the country and our fellow citizens from small 
towns and villages of the Arkhangelsk region.

The Alumni Association of the "Voenmeh" 
Baltic State Technical University
We supported the Never Forget project. The project 
included an exhibition about the life of outstanding 
military scientists, a youth competition for the best 
design of a monument to the creators of weapons, 
and other events to preserve military historical 
memory. 

Long-Term Development 
of the Volgograd Region Foundation
We supported construction of the Alexander Nevsky 
Cathedral in Volgograd, particularly the construction 
of the Cathedral's main dome, electrical, plaster 
and plumbing works.

Here is My Homeland — in Tulun
The Foundation provided financial and consulting 
support to the flood-affected Irkutsk region through 
a graduate of the Cultural Mosaic within the Tulun.ru 
project. Its team established a coordination and 
analytical centre for disaster response on the 
territory.

Valaam Spaso-Preobrazhensky 
Stavropegial Men's Monastery
The Foundation's support allowed to carry out 
restoration work of the Repair House — brickwork 
restoration and tinting, production and installation 
of elements for window openings.
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CHALLENGES OF 2019

One of our challenges was to rethink such an aspect of 
the programme as the partnership. We understand that 
the Cultural Mosaic is now a competition that might not 
cover every small territory of the entire country. And 
speaking of the nurturing and strengthening of local 
development centres on the constituent territories of 
the Russian Federation, the regional authorities obvious-
ly need to understand the value of this resource and 
how to integrate it into regional processes as a 
full-fledged partner.

Therefore, we take into account that, to strategically 
develop the programme and replicate the experience, 
we need the assistance of regional authorities and 
partners determined to introduce this model on their 
territory. Last year, we agreed on such cooperation with 
the administration of the Udmurt Republic. Now we are 
working on the launch of a pilot project with the trans-
fer of technology to the level of the constituent 
territory of the Russian Federation.

PLANS FOR 2020

In 2019, the natural disaster — deluge in Tulun — 
challenged leadership qualities of our graduates and 
their ability to respond to rapidly changing circumstanc-
es. One of them is the Tulun.ru city non-profit organisa-
tion for the support of social youth projects and creative 
initiatives that managed to take a leading role in aiding 
the affected fellow citizens, create a coordination 
centre, regularly monitor the situation, unite partners, 
and attract resources. Other graduates of the Cultural 
Mosaic also came to aid, using their partnerships to help 
victims. The predicament in Tulun has shown that socio-
cultural development centres can play a much larger 
role rather than carrying out cultural activities only. 
We are going to consider it in our future strategic 
planning.

Focus area of the year — testing 
the Cultural Mosaic model in several 
territories of the Russian Federation.

Improving the training program, developing a network 
partnership for graduates and promoting the Cultural 
Mosaic model in the regions.

Developing partnership with the interested regions and 
replicating the Cultural Mosaic model. Strengthening the 
role of regional expertise in promoting the topics related 
to the development of small territories at the federal 
level.

Considering the accumulated experience, understanding 
the situation, making conclusions for the next strategic 
stage.

2019
2020
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FOUNDATION’S IMPACT RESULTS

Knowledge

Number of prepared 
and distributed expert materials 
that help promote the importance 
of small territorie 39132

2017 2018 2019

Number of expert events
to promote the agenda for the 
development of small 
territories 302317

2017 2018 2019

Number of prepared 
and distributed guidance 
materials on the Cultural Mosaic 222

2017 2018 2019

IMPACT RESULTS

We pay specific attention to the 
results of all levels within the struc-
ture of key performance indicators of 
the programmes. The results of the 
supported projects are of special 
importance for us, as they reflect 
actual changes in the lives of our 
beneficiaries.
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Number of people who visited/participated in events 
within the implemented cultural projects

Creative professionals including those from the regions, 
who have improved their skills

Institutes

Number of training events 
for specialists of the 
practices supported 241421

2017 2018 2019

Number of network 
communications (events) 
between practitioners from 
different territories 134715

2017 2018 2019

Number of regional 
specialists trained 831351522

2017 2018 2019

FOUNDATION’S IMPACT RESULTS

Practices

Cultural Initiatives

SPECIALISTS

PEOPLE

Number of practices 
supported to ensure the development 
of local communities by means 
of sociocultural programming 1239495

2017 2018 2019

481

1500

from small towns that have become nominees for the Golden Mask 
competition and conducted their performances as part of the 
Golden Mask festival

THEATRES & PERFORMANCES83
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of these in cash, thousand. RUB

Amount of funding 
raised for sociocultural 
transformations in the territory, 
thousand. RUB

Number of event 
participants (attendance)

Number 
of events held 3756*58203204 25

1 5
43

14 849 92 694 71 381

Number 
of initiatives supported 290*600253

Number
of jobs created 105*196

THE SUPPORTED PROJECTS' RESULTS

2017 2018 2019

children and youth among them

12
9 4

13*

196
 50

6

19 002 91 758 59 153
2017 2018 2019

Number of people 
involved (engagement)

volunteers among them

24
 43

3

7 509 23 740 7 720
2017 2018 2019

2017 2018 2019

2017 2018 2019

2017 2018 2019

50 7 5
17

8 4
48

*

67
 71

5

135
 82

0

28
 65

2

The decline in a number of indicators for 2019 is due to two factors: 1) in 2019, the graduates 
received support not for the implementation of specific projects but for organisational development; 
2) implementation of the projects enrolled in 2019 started in the second half of 2019, 
and the implementation results will be considered in 2020.

*
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PRACTICAL CASE

From Illusions of the Old Town to Creative Cluster

Kargopol is an iconic town in the vast Russian North, 
a historical settlement of national significance. 
There are few such places in Russia. However, the town 
gradually lost its historical look; wooden houses fell into 
decay and finally wrecked. The proposals to demolish 
them grew louder.

To unite those who care and make a resource that 
would allow to develop the territory which was thought 
of by the residents as a burden, I came up with the 
Illusion of the Old Town project. This was in 2013. 
Two years later, after I'd won the Cultural Mosaic, 
our ideas began to materialise. 

At first, we held a strategic session and youth forum, 
where, together with representatives of state authori-
ties, cultural institutions, businesses, residents and 
experts, we discussed possibilities of developing the 
town and preserving its historical look, and also 
worked on project solutions. 

It was important to evaluate our heritage and under-
stand how to unlock this potential. We created a club 
for residents of the Old Town, agreed on the rules for 
preserving historic houses and studied the Russian 
experience in this area. We launched educational 
support for the school and youth creative entrepreneur-
ship. The local authorities ensured concessional condi-
tions for the use of empty historic houses for activities. 
As a result of hard work of the project team and experts 
for three years, we established the Family creative 
cluster. 

What have we achieved? We realised that we should not 
be competitors — we needed to find common interests 
that would perfect all together and each person individ-
ually. Each partner reviewed their activities with an 
emphasis on striving for a common goal — to promote 
the territory and involve residents in its development. 
Now partner organisations prefer projects that are linked 
to each other rather than individual initiatives: we have 
an established community of creative initiative people.

Original author and director, project coordinator at the 
Regional Association of Non-profit Organisations of the 
Kargopol Municipal District

Ekaterina 
Zabaldina,

……
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The Family creative cluster includes nine buildings of 
the 20th century that have architectural and urban 
planning significance. Some of them are residential 
buildings, and others host the member organisations of 
the cluster. Why the Family? The historic houses includ-
ed in the cluster are named after Kargopol merchants 
who built them, and the family here is one of the main 
values. The cluster has its own corporate identity and 
slogan: "Write your name in the history of the town!".

What was important? Both the financial support from 
the Timchenko Foundation and the system of trainings, 
internships, and expert consultations played the big role 
in the progress achieved. This is really invaluable both 
for the organisation and for me personally. In 2019, 
I decided to quit my main job and completely move 
over to the Association to do what I love and believe in. 
We have gained unique experience working together 
with a regional partner and providing expert support. 
What inspires me is the opportunity to expand my 
vision, get acquainted with the work of colleagues 
in other regions and outside the country, and meet 
like-minded people at workshops where I understand 
that "I'm not the only one". 

Moreover, the Foundation has taught us not to be afraid 
of failures, calculate risks and move on always having
a plan B.

EXPERT OPINION

The Cultural Mosaic of Small Towns and Villages consists of precisely select-
ed components. The first one is culture. This is something that local commu-
nities are happy to respond to, a simple and clear incentive to engage 
people in the territory. The culture provides a bridge to development and 
training, building partnerships, and supporting local initiatives — a strategic 
approach to the territory development. The second one is the involvement of 
regional partners in programme administration. It allows attracting local 
expert, organisational and sometimes financial resources, and integrating 
teams into other regional projects, strengthening their competencies, and 
building an interaction network. The third one is long-term and phased 
support. The fourth one is the increased attention to training, improving 
the visual expertise of specialists, expanding their horizons.

Director of the Arkhangelsk Centre 
of social technologies “Garant” — 
a regional partner of the Cultural 
Mosaic of Small Towns and Villages 
programme in the Northwestern 
Federal District

Marina 
Mikhailova,

The Cultural Mosaic has three key features. Firstly, this is the only federal 
programme that focuses on small towns; assuming that there are 71% of 
towns in Russia with a population under 50,000. Secondly, the programme 
is designed to unleash the potential of local people — this is the best way 
to develop territories in a sustainable way. The real results are ensured by 
repeated funding of winners, cross-sharing the relevant Russian experience, 
careful approach to mentoring, focus on the implementation of specific 
projects, rather than just improving the skills of activists. Thirdly, the 
programme has demonstrated its capacity to evolve over the past year. 
Today, the competition winners assume themselves as contributors 
to the development of the whole territory, even if they implement 
a single project. 

City-Branding Team Leader, 
the town of Uryupinsk

Vasily 
Dubeykovsky,

PRACTICAL CASE
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FAMILY AND
CHILDREN

PROGRAMME MISSION

PROGRAMME

Create environment 
for every child to live and 
be raised in a family
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

Activity Areas 2016–2019 Programme Priorities

Our main goal is to ensure well-being of children by developing a system 
of prevention and overcoming the negative consequences of social orphanhood. 
To achieve this goal, we operate on three levels:

Creating conditions for every child to live and be raised 
in a family has always been one of the Foundation's key 
priorities. The focus of our efforts changes depending 
on the context. In 2016, we focused on promoting 
family placement of teenagers in families. In 2017, 
our top priority was the prevention of orphanhood 
in families that raise children with disabilities, and the 
placement of children with special needs in families. 
In 2018, we paid more attention to preventing orphan-
hood by working with children's blood families. In 2019, 
we strengthened comprehensive support and 
consultations for families and children. 

One of the main approaches of the programme — the 
selection and support of evidence-based practices — 
is now widely used in the field of childhood protection. 
There are more and more organisations and govern-
ment agencies that contribute to the development 
of the evidence-based approach. 

In 2019, together with our partners, we created 
a register that lists evidence-based practices in the 
field of childhood protection. They are described and 
verified based on the criteria of the previously devel-
oped evidentiary standard for practices in the
field of childhood protection.

An important principle for us is to consider the children's 
opinion when making decisions about their present and 
future life. We started elaborating upon the Children’s 
Voice topic in 2015; today this principle is used by many 
organisations and is actively introduced at the state level. 

According to the theory of change underlying our 
programme, harmonious development, self-realisation, 
and successful social adaptation are possible only if 
children are growing up in a family or in the conditions 
close to the family where they enjoy close contact with 
a parent or other prominent adult. Therefore, the family 
and child should have prompt high-quality professional 
support.

It's important to apply a comprehensive approach
to problem solving. We support effective practices of 
working with children and families,cooperate with other 
organisations and state agencies, and strive to change 
the attitude of society toward orphanhood.

Society

We support projects that change public attitude towards orphaned 
children and family in the society. Staff members of the Foundation are 
a part of dedicated working groups, participating in public councils 
and expert discussions. 

Expert Infrastructure

We help design and disseminate technologies that enhance accessibility 
and improve the quality of professional assistance to families and 
children, conduct research and educational activities. 

Regional projects

We support regional organisations that are willing to improve their 
professional skills and learn the best practices of their acknowledged 
colleagues. We work with foster families in the villages — compact 
settlements in three Russian regions.

2016 2017 2018 2019
Promoting placement
of teenagers in families

Children with 
disabilities (in terms 
of orphanhood prevention
and family arrangement
of hard-to-place children)

Orphanhood 
prevention through 
work with blood families

Comprehensive support 
and consultations for families
and children

General vector: the Children’s Voice M&E development, evidence-based approach

Expert
Infrastructure

2

Regional
Projects

3

Society
1
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Evidence-Based Practices

The Family Fairway and Focus 
on the Family Competitions

The Family Fairway innovative competition was first 
held in 2016. Its aim is to support and spread the 
experience of evidence-based practices in the sphere 
of social orphanhood prevention and family place-
ment. The winning organisation receives support for 
addressing three tasks at once: implement the prac-
tice, develop the system of monitoring andevaluation 
and proof of practice, as well as spread the experi-
ence. In this case, the organisation serves as an 
internship platform for other specialists from all over 
Russia working in the same field. 

To spread the experience of organisations supported 
by the Family Fairway, we arrange a special competi-
tion — the Focus on the Family. The competition 
winners (specialists in the field of childhood protection 
and representatives of foster families who want to 
learn from the experience of their colleagues and use 
it in practice in the future) can undertake an internship 
in more experienced organisations.

When we provide support to specialists from the 
winning organisations, we pay special attention to 
training and experience exchange. In 2019, the intern-
ship programme in Finland focused on getting to know 
the assisted living system for families with children 
and young adults with physical and mental disabilities.

The families having minor children with special needs 
receive some assistance; however, after they reach 18, 
these young people have in fact no alternative except 
for boarding school. The assisted living system that 
works in many countries allows them to live with 
dignity outside the walls of institutions. Specialists of 
the Russian organisations that work with children with 
disabilities from Moscow, St. Petersburg, Penza, 
Volgograd, Kirov, and Tambov regions visited Finnish 
organisations and got acquainted with their assisted 
living experience. Much of what the trainees saw 
was immediately embraced and implemented 
in their work.

Register of Evidence-Based
Practices

Together with our partners, we create a register 
(bank) of evidence-based practices verified by inde-
pendent experts according to the developed "Eviden-
tiary standard for practices in the field of childhood 
protection". This standard was developed by 
a number of experts with the aid of the Timchenko 
Foundation. Speaking of the practices included in 
the register, it is the opportunity to promote their 
experience and technologies and increase financial 
stability. New organisations will have an opportunity 
to get information they need, get acquainted with 
the practices that have proven effective in solving 
a particular problem. The register helps donors work-
ing in the field of childhood protection choose the 
best solutions for investment in the social sphere. 

It gives children and families an opportunity to receive 
high-quality professional support.

In 2020, we are planning to launch a competition 
for the organisations that would like to verify their 
practices. The winners will have the opportunity to work 
with consultants to finalise the practice in accordance 
with the standard and submit it for verification by 
independent experts, and then include it in the register.

Social Orphanhood 
Prevention

Research on Causes of Social 
Orphanhood

In 2019, at the request of the Foundation, the Analytical 
Centre for the Russian Government investigated the 
main causes why children become social orphans and 
end up in special children's institutions while their 
parents are alive.

The most common causes:

International and Russian experience shows if families 
who find themselves in a difficult or crisis situation 
receive timely support, the child will be able to stay in 
the family or reunite with the blood family . The research 
shows that there are some obstacles in our country: late 
detection of disadvantaged families, unsystematic or 
insufficient aid, underdeveloped infrastructure for 
providing such aid, e.g., for temporary placement of 
children during a crisis or for aiding the parents of 
children with disabilities. The research has also revealed 
that official statistics is insufficient for quality analysis, 
including the form of the Federal State Statistics Service 
No. 103-RIK. So, the Ministry of Education of the Russian 
Federation is currently preparing amendments to this 
form taking into account the detailed reasons for the 
termination of parental rights.

The set of circumstances that lead to temporary 
placement of children in institutions is different from 
that of social orphans. First of all, this is all due to the 
objectively difficult situations rather than the parents' 
abusive practices:

Family is in a difficult 
financial situation

Parents' 
alcohol addiction

40,4 %

Parents' denial 
to perform their duties

24,5 %

14,1 %

Illness or disability
of a parent

Difficult financial situation
of the family

36,1 %

Illness or disability
of a child

28,8 %

13,1 %

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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Family Harbour Competition

In 2019, we supported the National Family Harbour 
competition aimed at child retention in a family or 
family reunification, as well as at the innovative ideas 
that are not yet confirmed. 

The competition winners receive financial, expert and 
organisational support. Thus, we test new approaches 
to working with crisis families based on systematic 
prevention of social orphanhood. The specialists also 
have access to the database of evidence-based 
practices.

For the first competition, we received 90 applications 
from 24 regions and then supported 44 organisations 
that had offered their solutions for social orphanhood 
prevention. Among them were practices that relate to 
the threat of abandonment or removal of a child from
a family, restriction or deprivation of parental rights.

In 2020, based on the research of the social orphan-
hood causes, we will focus on supporting practices 
that relate to the main identified causes.

Results of the Children’s Voice Re-
search

It is extremely important for us to promote the idea 
of hearing the children's opinion when making deci-
sions about their present and future life. In 2019, there 
were 15 research projects implemented in the field of 
prevention and overcoming the social orphanhood 
consequences where children and young adults took 
part in. These projects included the development and 
testing the tools for collecting feedback from children 
with severe intellectual disabilities; research on subjec-
tive perception of the transition from orphanage to 
psychoneurological boarding school by older children 
raised in orphanages; research of the practices how 
teenagers use the Internet in foster families, and 
others. The research results allow us to better under-
stand certain aspects of working with children in 
difficult situations and evaluate the effectiveness 
of programmes for children and families.

The Timchenko Foundation, together with the Children 
in Scotland organisation, also arranged an internship
in Scotland for 15 specialists, foster parents, children 
and young adults. The programme was designed to 
study the methods and approaches of considering the 
opinions of children and youth. The trainees acquired 
skills necessary for interactive collection children's 
opinions on important issues. We know that the train-
ees are already introducing the experience gained
to their practices.

Our experience in studying and promoting the topic 
of children's opinion proves the need to include this 
topic in the action plan of the Decade of Childhood
of the Russian Federation. 

Child Well-Being Index

We felt a lack of systemic criteria while evaluating 
the effectiveness of our work in the field of childhood 
protection and improving the system of social indicators 
in our efforts. Various state agencies collect and analyse 
extensive data, but they unfortunately do not have
a common framework. In this situation, it is difficult to 
monitor the dynamics of changes, compare with other 
countries and use statistics in the work of non-profit 
organisations. 

In 2019, we began to study Russian and international 
experience in the development and use of child well-be-
ing indices and gathered a large number of experts 
around this topic. We reviewed international and nation-
al indices, principles and methods of measurement, 
and also attitude toward well-being in target groups 
(children, parents, practitioners). As a result, we could 
offer a prototype of the Child Well-Being Index (formula-
tion of goals, principles, and dimensions of the index).
It includes objective indicators measured by statistical 
data and subjective indicators measured by surveys of 
children and parents. As a next step, we could finalize 
and test the Index.

Villages for Foster Families

Establishment of the villages for foster families started in 
three regions about 10 years ago to support a brand-new 
foster care institution in Russia, so that more children 
can get the opportunity to have a natural upbringing at 
home. But, of course, just creating a comfortable living 
space is not enough for this. In this case, the systematic 
professional and expert support is required. We devel-
oped villages as resource centres for the community 
of foster parents in these regions, encouraging their 
professionalisation and self-organisation.

Three years ago, we decided to transfer the villages in 
the regional orphan prevention system. This process was 
completed in 2019: the last third village Nadezhda (Hope) 
in the Leningrad Region had been transferred to the 
state on a grant basis. However, the Foundation contin-
ues to support the specialists and foster parents. 

Every year we help organise a summer camp for families 
from the villages and other programme participants. 
In 2019, 9 foster families (81 participants, 41 of them are 
children) took part in the 7th summer camp organised 
at the health resort on the Black Sea coast. Traditionally 
the camp was organised by the care-leavers from foster 
families — young people aged 18–21. Moreover, the camp 
serves as an internship platform for specialists where 
they can learn from each other, share valuable experi-
ence and strengthen professional ties.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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CHALLENGES OF 2019

In 2019, we touched on a very difficult topic: children 
who survived violence. Unfortunately, the official statis-
tics on the topic do not fully reflect the actual situation. 
Together with specialists, we conducted a series of 
seminars on violence prevention and work with children 
who survived violence. We are preparing a study guide 
for professionals  working on this topic.

PLANS FOR 2020

Developing a prototype of the Child Well-Being Index 
was difficult as well. It called for bringing together 
various experts, representatives of authorities, families 
and children. We were able to launch a process through 
dialogue and discussions, and we hope to continue 
the work next year.

Focus area of the year — determine 
the components of a child's well-being.

Run a pilot project to test a prototype of the Child 
Well-Being Index and involve children in receiving 
feedback and discussing issues related to their
current and future lives.

Further work to improve the system of social orphan-
hood prevention in reliance on evidence-based
research data.

Search for effective solutions to work with children — 
survivors of violence; prevent violence against children.

Create a register of evidence-based practices in the field 
of childhood protection and involve partners interested 
in developing an evidence-based approach to implement 
and support childhood protection practices. 

Study the factors affecting the main reasons for tempo-
rary placement of children in orphanages at the request 
of parents. The results will help us to develop recommen-
dations for creating conditions that prevent placing 
a child in institutions in most cases.

2019
2020
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FOUNDATION’S IMPACT RESULTS

Number of working groups
(proposals for solving
current issues)

Conducting expert events
or projects having an influence
on public opinion and taking part
in such events/projects

IMPACT RESULTS
Society

77
2017 2018 2019

1813
2017 2018 2019

2

4

We pay specific attention to the 
results of all levels within the struc-
ture of key performance indicators of 
the programmes. The results of the 
supported projects are of special 
importance for us, as they reflect 
actual changes in the lives of our 
beneficiaries.
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The number
of evidence-based practices
supported — internship
platforms 69 7145

2017 2018 2019

Number of organisations
that have implemented
internship platforms**

793

2017 2018 2019

44

2620

2019

Number of events
aimed at improving
the expertise of specialists
and parents

Number of projects
aimed at preventing
social orphanhood*

FOUNDATION’S IMPACT RESULTS

2017 2018 2019

45
 (7

7)

Number of villages
as part of the professional
infrastructure 333

2017 2018 2019

4

8 (
27

)

21
 (6

3)

Number of teaching materials
prepared and distributed

2017 2018 2019

Expert Infrastructure

Regional Projects

The indicator representing the results of Family Harbour competition, which supports projects aimed
at preventing social orphanhood, started to be formed in 2019

* The number of organisations that participated in internships is given in parentheses, however, is too early 
to declare that they have implemented these practices

**
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SUPPORTED PROJECTS RESULTS

97826053

Number of prevented cases
of abandonment, removal of children 
from substitute families

Number of children
with improved well-being

Number of children
placed in family-type
settings 334266

1025

691

480

294

391
299

1 442

834

Number of children,
reunited with blood family 162

Number of prevented
cases of abandonment,
removal of children from
blood families 608494

2017 2018 2019

3 7
29

4 5
36

2017 2018 2019

2017 2018 2019

2017 2018 2019

2017 2018 2019

169

1 5
17

18616762225

69

Yearly statistics Running total

3 729
children with improved

well-being, 
including:

1 733
mental condition

1 900
child-parent

relations

439
academic progress

Subjective**
satisfaction

1 729
develop level,

skills

789
physical condition

92*
The decline in this indicator in 2019 is caused by several factors:
1) the Family Fairway and Focus on the Family three-year projects (started 
in 2016) were completed in 2019, data on the Family Harbour competition 
launched in 2019 will be considered in 2020; 
2) the more cases of child abandonment/removal from blood families
are prevented, the less work is required to reinstate parental rights.

*

In 2019, digital indicators for this parameter have not been
collected systemically.

**
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PRACTICAL CASE

Tatiana e:  In mid-November 2019, Ryazan hosted
the Akvatoriya Partnerstva (Harbour of Partnership) 
Annual Forum, where I heard the words of Natalia 
Sukhova, head of the Peer to Peer project of the
E.V.A. Association. Natalia talked about how they help 
HIV-positive pregnant women and mothers with young 
children to continue treatment, preserving their health 
and quality of life, providing the opportunity to raise 
their children.

At that point, our Smolensky House for Mother had 
been supporting an HIV-positive woman with two 
children. We were at a dead end not knowing how
to help her. The woman suffered from domestic 
violence and came to us for help: she was thrown out 
on the street with two small children. It turned out
that she was HIV-positive and had not taken any 
treatment because of the pressure from her
HIV denialist husband. 

Nevertheless, she took treatment during pregnancy
to protect children from the virus but stopped taking 
medicine immediately after delivery. Her husband 
reacted very negatively to her decision to take treat-
ment, their relationship progressively deteriorated,
and as a result, she ended up on the street. 

We supported her as much as we could: provided 
shelter, rendered psychological and social assistance. 
But we could not do anything about her refusal to 
receive treatment; our joint attempts to contact medi-
cal institutions for help led to disrespectful refusals.
We did not know how to help her find strength and 
start receiving this assistance. But from Natalia's 
speech, I realized that HIV-positive women, in general, 
tend to ignore their condition, and there is a clear 
approach to work with them. The approach of the
E.V.A. Association is based on the Peer Navigators 
model. Assistance is rendered by specialists who 
embraced this pain, the feeling of social exclusion
and the whole set of emotions. This is what our
care recipient needed.

Smolensky House for Mother Regional 
Orthodox Centre for the Protection of Family, 
Motherhood and Childhood

Tatiana 
Stepanova,

E.V.A. Association

Natalia 
Sukhova,

Tatiana and Natalia,
Specialists who rendered assistance to the heroine of this story,
the Akvatoriya Partnerstva (Harbour of Partnership) Forum

Partnership Opens Up New Resources
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Natalia e:  When I finished my speech at the Harbour 
of Partnership Forum, the director of the Smolensk 
Crisis Centre literally ran up to me across the hall. 
She said that a woman with a similar problem had 
come to their Centre, and they did not understand 
what to do. Tatiana and I immediately came up with 
a support plan. When I got back to St. Petersburg, 
Tatiana promptly arranged a call with the care recipi-
ent. We talked to the woman for about an hour and 
discussed all her fears. When I told her that our consul-
tants are HIV-positive and had been living with the 
infection for twenty years, it was an eye-opener for her. 
She believed that people would die of HIV in a few 
years. This new knowledge gave her the strength
and desire to act. 

Consistently, together with the Centre, we managed 
to get the necessary documents for treatment and 
referral for screening in the Republican Clinical Infec-
tious Diseases Hospital. The crisis centre covered travel 
expenses for this woman and her children. We met her 
right at the train station in St. Petersburg and took her 
to the hospital in the village of Ust-Izhora. 

The examination showed that her condition was 
extremely critical — a few more months without thera-
py could be fatal. Among other things, she could lose 
her sight. Fortunately, due to timely screening and 
therapy, this was prevented. During treatment, the 
woman learned about the death of her husband in 
a prison. He did not take therapy and died of 
an HIV-associated disease.

Tatiana e:  The Foundation creates opportunities
for us to exchange experience between specialists and 
establish horizontal working relationships. What is very 
important is that most of the practices we see in the 
Family and Children programme show the technology 
that allows us to achieve predictable results in specific, 
unique cases, and at the same time maintain 
a humanistic approach. 

For me, personally, this story has become a real source 
of experience. Maybe the next time I face a new situa-
tion that seems unsolvable, this experience will give me 
the strength to find a way out. In particular, together 
with partner organisations whose practices have
proven to be effective.

PRACTICAL CASE

Since the establishment of our company, allocating funds to charity
was one of our priorities. After learning about the work of the Timchenko 
Foundation, we were impressed by the scale and consistency employed by 
the private Foundation in planning, implementation, and development of 
charitable programmes. Unfortunately, we can't afford such a large scale, 
but we are happy to partner with the Foundation's programmes that 
change the lives of children. I am sure that there are many small and
medium-sized companies willing to participate in such a well thought-out 
and effective programs.

The children's upbringing system, based on the Foundation's methods,
relies upon the most important human moral values and sincerity of com-
munication. I am sure that this programme is important not only for raising 
children left without parental care, but also for children living in families, 
and it should be taught to future educators. The Foundation has accumulat-
ed invaluable experience, and now it's time to scale it up to the state level.

Deputy General Director
of Gazprombank Electronic
Trading Platform

Svetlana 
Zubareva,

The Family and Children programme has created a special interaction 
space where experts, practitioners, scientists, and beneficiaries from all 
over Russia get to know each other and join their efforts. Thanks to the 
Children’s Voice project, opinions of the children have begun to reach those 
who make decisions on the protection of their rights and interests. All this 
contributes to improving the quality of services provided.

Thanks to the Foundation, municipal and non-profit services supporting 
foster families and blood families in crisis began to develop in the Ryazan 
Region. This systematic work is intended for preventing a child getting into 
the boarding school system.

Foster father, the Chairman
of Association of Foster Parents
of the Ryazan Region

Yuri 
Zmeykov,

EXPERT OPINION
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SPORT PROGRAMME MISSION

PROGRAMME

Creating favourable environment
for the development of sports among 
children and young people, including 
those with disabilities. Promoting
an active lifestyle and sports among 
children and young people.
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

Activity Areas 

The Sport Programme supports the development 
of ice hockey, sledge hockey* and chess for children 
and teenagers.

The programme's mission remains the same since
its launch in 2013. We believe that sport contributes 
to good health, personal development, acquisition 
of social and physical skills, teaches teamwork and 
gives people the aspiration to reach their goals. 
And this means to be successful, which is especially 
important for children from socially vulnerable and 
disadvantaged families. Sport eliminates social 
inequality and shows that success can be achieved 
regardless of social or financial status and place
of birth.

The programme development is a dynamic process, 
and we determine the key direction for our efforts 
every year. First, we tried to find our own niche and 
studied the work of other organisations. We tried 
different formats and identified target groups: 
children who play sports professionally or as ama-
teurs, children from ordinary families or families
in a difficult situation.

From the very beginning, we paid close attention to 
creating conditions for the development of selected 
sports in small towns and rural areas.

In 2019, this has become one of key priorities, along 
with education for parents, coaches and children. 
Parents should know how to support a child who 
goes in for sports. Coaches must understand the 
techniques of teaching sports and have knowledge 
of children's physiology and psychology. 

And children should know the general history of the 
sport and its development in our country, the stories 
of famous athletes, and the specifics of the corre-
sponding professions. Not everyone becomes
a professional hockey or chess player, but there
are many different specialists in each sport.

Dobryi Led (Good Ice) competition of projects
for development of children's hockey

The Dobryi Led (Good Ice) Cup, inter-regional
hockey tournament among children's teams

Support for children's hockey tournaments 

Remote training system for volunteer coaches

Research of Backyard Hockey in the Russian Federation

Support for children's and youth sledge hockey

Projects on the development and promotion of sports
and a healthy lifestyle

Sledge hockey is a team sports game played on ice, similar to ice hockey for people with disabilities.*

Chess
2

Health and healthy
lifestyle promotion
projects

3

Hockey
1

Chess in schools

Chess in museums

The Belaya Ladya (White Rook), Tournament
for school teams

The Friendship Match, Russia-China children's chess 
tournament
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Hockey

Dobryi Led competition: Focusing
on Meaningful Contributions
to the Development

Every year, we support a competition of children's 
hockey development projects designed to make this 
sport accessible for every child around the country. 
In particular, make it accessible for children living in 
small towns and rural areas, children in a difficult or 
socially dangerous situation, children from single-parent 
or large families, as well as for children with disabilities.

In 2019, while running the Dobryi Led competition, 
we tried to move away from approving a large number 
of applications for low budget projects. As a result, we 
rendered support to 15 major projects for the develop-
ment of children's hockey in small towns and rural areas.

Dobryi Led Cup

The Dobryi Led Cup is an Russian tournament for 
children's ice hockey teams and teams from non-spe-
cialised children and youth sports schools. This tourna-
ment has been held in the North-western, Volga, Far 
Eastern and Siberian federal districts with the support 
of the Foundation and the Russian Ice Hockey 
Federation since 2016.

The tournament has expanded almost twofold in three 
years. While 41 teams from 10 regions of Russia took 
part in the first Cup, in 2019, 90 teams from 17 regions 
of our country filed their applications.

A team from the urban locality of Vanino won the 
Dobryi Led Cup in 2019. The population of this Far 
Eastern dockside village has declined by 25% over the 
past 20 years. To prevent out-migration from the village, 
our partner Transbunker company invested in the 
construction of the Ice Palace and the creation of 
a children's hockey school, which became a centre 
of attraction for children and adults. As a result, the 
village team had beaten all the competitors and won 
the tournament once again proving that motivation and 
perseverance are the backbones of athletic success.

Support for Children's Hockey Tourna-
ments: Partnership Development

Rending support to the Russia-wide junior ice hockey 
tournaments of Zolotaya Shaiba (Golden Puck) Club 
n.a. A.V. Tarasov

Zolotaya Shaiba is a unique ice hockey tournament 
for children's teams, which was founded in 1964 by the 
outstanding coach Anatoly Tarasov. In 2019, the Club 
held 13 tournaments and finals for young hockey 
players with the support of the Foundation. 258 teams 
from 69 federal subjects of the Russian Federation 
played 755 matches attended by more than 60,000 
spectators. 4,236 young hockey players took part 
in the finals. 

The total number of the Zolotaya Shaiba Club partici-
pants at all levels reached 87,676 people from 70 feder-
al subjects of the Russian Federation.

In total, the Club has conducted 1,231 matches attracting 
85,000 fans in stadiums and over 650,000 Internet users 
from 31 countries.

Cooperation with the Gazprom Neft
Cup Tournament

The Gazprom Neft Cup is the largest children's ice 
hockey competition in Europe, hosting KHL teams and 
special guest-clubs within the category under age 11. 
The Timchenko Foundation is an all-time organising 
partner of the Gazprom Neft Cup. In 2019, the Foundation 
supported educational events held for the participants 
and guests of the Gazprom Neft Cup and conducted 
psychological training on team building, as well as 
a seminar for parents. In addition, famous hockey coach-
es Daniel Bohner and Sergey Yakimovich conducted 
master classes for coaches. 

Remote Training System
for Volunteer Coaches

In 2019, we reduced the number of face-to-face seminars 
and training sessions through their partial conversion 
into online format. This increases training accessibility 
for coaches from small towns and rural areas, thus allow-
ing to increase the coverage. In 2019, online training 
courses were completed by 100 people; the best learners 
were invited to take part in the full-time training at the 
expense of the Foundation. This approach allows for 
optimising the training cost and involving those people 
who are strongly motivated to learn in a responsible 
manner. Upon completion of the full-time training and 
passing the exam, students receive the state-recognised 
certificates of advanced training. In 2019, several 
professional hockey schools joined our learning platform 
to train their coaches using video tutorials, reading 
materials, and a testing system. 

41
10from

teams

90
17 regions

of Russia

regions
of Russia

from

teams
2019 CUP

2018 CUP

13
and finals for young hockey
players

tournaments

ZOLOTAYA SHAIBA IN 2019

60 000 spectators

69 federal subjects
of the Russian Federation

from
258 teams

755 matches

4 747 participants

4 236 of them are young
hockey players
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• STREL’NYA

• KRASNOYARSK

MOSCOW • 

• TULA

• ODINTSOVO

• CHEBOKSARY

• UFA
• SARATOV

BERDSK • 

• IZHEVSK
• KHANTY-MANSIYSK

• NOVOSIBIRSK

• NIZHNY NOVGOROD

• ORENBURG

• THE VILLAGE OF KOLTUSHKI

15

11

13

11

11

13

8

11

12

12

11 12

10

9

11

15

SKA-STRELA STREL'NYA (SAINT PETERBURG) 13

KRASNAYA MOLNIYA KRASNOYARSK 12

KRYLYA SOVETOV MOSCOW 12

TROPIC TULA 12

UMKA  ODINTSOVO 10

ATAL  CHEBOKSARY 11

BASHKIRSKIYE PIRATY UFA 11

KRYLYA SARATOV 12

SIBIRSKIY LIS BERDSK 11

UDMURTIA IZHEVSK 13

YUGRA MAMMOTHS KHANTY-MANSIYSK 15

SIBERIA-SLEDGE NOVOSIBIRSK 9

SPARTAK MOSCOW 11

TORPEDO-SLEDGE NIZHNY NOVGOROD 11

YASTREBY ORENBURG 11

RED ROCKET KOLTUSHI (LENINGRAD REGION) 8

TOTAL  16 TEAMS  182

Research of Backyard Hockey
in the Russian Federation

We have been collecting data and tracking the 
dynamics of children's ice hockey on an annual basis, 
namely, the number of children involved, backyard 
hockey rinks and their condition, coaches and their 
qualification, as well as the coverage potential.

In 2019, we also collected information from regional 
sports ministries and ice hockey federations, analysed 
it and integrated into our database. Based on the 
retrieved data, we conducted a large-scale study that 
would allow us to make forecasts and identify further 
focus areas. Now we can make forecasts about the 
increase in the number of children, the necessity for 
hockey rinks upgrading and professionalisation of 
coaches. This will allow for setting clearer priorities, 
focusing efforts, planning and optimising the 
expenses.

Supporting Sledge Hockey for Children
and Youth: a New Stage of Development

2019 was a year of explosive growth for children's sledge 
hockey: six new teams were formed in Russia! This was 
made possible by the dynamic efforts of a specialized 
organisation — the Children’s Sledge Hockey League. 
With the support of our Foundation and other partners, 
it systematically builds up support for sledge hockey 
teams.

The League activities include the Hockey 
Without Barriers open competition, a motivational 
programme for children based on the Way of the 
Champion mobile app, School of Adaptive Hockey 
training courses for coaches, the Children's Sledge 
Hockey League Festival (an annual hockey 
tournament for children and youth with 
disabilities).

The results of long-term joint efforts: parents put 
trust in sledge hockey, they sign up their children 
for sports classes; like-minded people in different 
towns undertake to mobilise local resources 
and create teams.

In 2019, 182 children from 16 sledge hockey teams 
took part in the programme.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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Chess

Chess in Schools: Discussion
on Problems of Chess Education

Training of primary school teachers in chess teaching 
methods, professional development of trainers, prepara-
tion of textbooks and teaching aids, and providing 
schools with training equipment are the main focus 
areas of the project. Interscholastic tournaments and the 
Best Chess Teacher competition are conducted as well. 
Since 2018, we have been supporting a separate 
competition for children from rural areas together with 
the Chess Federation of Russia (CFR). Past experience 
has shown the obvious difference in their qualification 
compared to children from large cities. Previously, only 
2–3 rural teams (i.e. about 15 children) were shortlisted 
to take part in the competition. The separate champion-
ship allowed increasing this number to 200–300 
children.

In 2019, thanks to our support, the Chess Federation 
of Russia held the first scientific conference to discuss 
the problems of chess education. It was attended by 
international experts from eight countries. To date, there 
is no unified approach to chess education. Each region 
has its own approach: some schools have chess as 
a mandatory subject, others offer chess as a free addi-
tional class or paid courses, and in some areas, it is 
a regional component of the school curriculum. The 
discussion of different approaches has given us much 
food for thought as well as insights into further moderni-
sation of the programme and setting priorities for the 
work of the Foundation. This includes working with the  
Chess Federation of Russia to promote the inclusion 
of chess classes in the school curriculum.

Another task for 2019 was to develop a model for the 
establishment of regional resource centres for chess 
education. Model development was conducted by the 
Foundation together with the Chess Federation of 
Russia, regional authorities and partners. At the end 
of 2019, we agreed with representatives of the Udmurt 
Republic to open a resource centre in Izhevsk and two 
branches in Glazov and the village of Debyosy in 2020.

Chess in Museums: 
Engaging Small Towns 

A museum in one of the Russian towns hosts the super 
finals of the Russian Chess Championship Superfinals 
on an annual basis with the support of the Foundation. 
This way museums attract more media attention and 
involve a larger audience through a combination of sport 
and art. Each year, the town and a museum for the super 
final are determined by competition. In 2019, the super 
final was held for the first time in two towns: Votkinsk 
and Izhevsk in Udmurtia. 

Despite the organisational hurdles, we believe that 
involving small towns in such a project is a fundamental 
decision allowing townspeople to see top Russian and 
world chess players while visiting a museum and learn-
ing about arts. Thanks to media coverage and online 
broadcasts, the event retains its scale yet allows people 
to learn about the culture of our provinces.

The Belaya Ladya (White Rook) Tourna-
ment 

Belaya Ladya is the world's oldest chess tournament 
among school teams founded in 1969. This tournament 
became international in 2014, in five years 25 teams 
out of 105 represented other countries. We have been 
supporting the tournament for six years and strive to 
ensure that every region of the country has an 
opportunity to qualify for the final.

Municipal and regional rounds are conducted for this 
purpose to involve thousands of schoolchildren across 
the country. A team from Saint Petersburg won the final 
competitions of the 50th-anniversary tournament held 
in Sochi.

We want every family to play chess and strive to increase 
the number of tournament participants to hundreds of 
thousands, as it was in Soviet times. There is still much to 
be done: about 50,000 young chess players from various 
regions of Russia took part in the 2019 regional qualifying 
rounds, while in 1986 there were almost ten times more 
players — 460,000.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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It was attended by more than 970 athletes from 
20 countries. It also hosted the Russian Children's 
Wushu tournament, which brought together 
460 young athletes from 48 regions of Russia.

900 athletes from 27 countries took part in the 
European Wushu championship organised together 
with the European Wushu Federation.

During the year, Russian training camps were organ-
ised for the sports team of the Russian Federation and 
respective reserve teams to prepare them for import-
ant competitions. Talented Russian athletes from all 
over the country had the opportunity to take part 
in training sessions with famous Russian and Chinese 
Wushu masters.

Figure Skating Federation

Every year, the Foundation co-finances a project 
to set up the programmes for athletes who are candi-
dates for the European and World Championships. 
In 2019, thanks to the Foundation's support, 
13 athletes of the Russian figure skating team won 
prizes in the Russian and European Championships 
and annual international tournaments. The following 
athletes achieved great results in single skating: 
Alexandra Trusova, Alina Zagitova, Evgenia Medvede-
va, Alena Kostornaia; in pair skating: Evgenia Tarasova 
and Vladimir Morozov, Aleksandra Boikova and Dmitrii 
Kozlovskii; and in ice dancing: Victoria Sinitsina and 
Nikita Katsalapov and others.

Projects on the Development
and Promotion of Sports
and a Healthy Lifestyle

Olympic Legends for Children and Youth 
of Russia (Russian Union of Athletes) — 
National Charity Program

The programme is implemented by Olympic medallists 
of the older generation. For most of them, this is an 
opportunity to maintain an active life position, transfer 
their sports experience, and take on a new role. Their 
reputation and experience help to develop mass 
children's sport in small towns of our country, 
as well as to make a qualitative leap forward. 

Every year, with the support of the Foundation, 
Olympic Games veterans hold several hundred meetings 
with children and youth in many regions of Russia, 
motivating children for conscious attitude toward sport. 
In 2019, more than 60,000 schoolchildren attended 
250 meetings in about 100 towns and villages 
of the country.

National Gathering of Young Sailors 
Project (Youth Maritime League) 

322 children and teenagers from 45 federal subjects 
of the Russian Federation participated in the 4th 
All-Russian Gathering of Young Sailors. Construction 
of a historical replica of the Boat of Peter the Great was 
completed during the gathering followed by a solemn 
ceremony of its launching. Also, young sailors passed 
theoretical and practical training on sailing such train-
ing vessels as Yal-6 dinghy and the Optimist centre-
board boat. A historical ship modelling club has been 
working during the event. There were classes in 
rigging, semaphoring and separate disciplines
of sailing all-around competitions.

In addition, the "School Under Sails" textbook
for young sailors was published in 2019.

Development of the Student Rowing 
League Project (Student Rowing League) 

The Foundation supports the development of student 
rowing in partnership with this organisation. In 2019, 
24 higher educational institutions of the Russian Federa-
tion received support. Students had an opportunity 
to use professional simulators and high-quality boats. 
Classes have become more systematic, specialists 
started working with the teams. Tournaments involve 
a large number of students across Russia. For instance, 
400 students took part in the Student Rowing League 
championship in Kazan: 36 crews from 15 regions of the 
Russian Federation. Rowing ergometers are also used 
during competitions; tournaments cover up to 
17 Russian towns, 60 universities and involve 
more than 700 participants.

Russian Wushu Federation 

The Foundation supports Wushu development and 
promotion projects and activities of the Russian Wushu 
Federation aimed to organize and conduct large-scale 
international competitions. 

In 2019, the Moscow Wushu Palace hosted the Moscow 
Wushu Stars — the 5th international tournament.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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CHALLENGES OF 2019 

In 2019, we paid specific attention to the prevention 
of child abuse in sports clubs. This was important for 
us in the past but this year we took practical steps 
in this direction. Today, unfortunately, this problem 
is not being solved on a systemic level by any sports 
institution and is rarely discussed publicly. 

It was long believed that cruel attitude during train-
ing is a distinct feature of the "Russian coaching 
school" that brings its victorious results. However, 
comparing this approach with many successful 
Western methodologies, we see that programmes 
based on positive motivation and fostering children's 
enjoyment of sports ensure similar results.

PLANS FOR 2020

In 2018, we started implementing elements of these 
methodologies in our training events. In 2019, we 
focused on child psychology and abuse prevention 
training for coaches. We talk about the prevention 
of violence and child abuse in sports, especially 
in hockey, on public platforms at various levels.

Focus area of the year — involve 
"difficult" children and teenagers from 
small towns and villages in hockey.

Active work with neighbourhood sports teams and 
withdrawing support for kids attending children and 
youth sports schools through the development and 
implementation of the exit strategy for this direction.

Promotion of feasible solutions to prevent child abuse 
in sports at the system level together with the Ice 
Hockey Federation and other authorized bodies. 

Development of a course for coaches and 
preparation of proposals for a set of coaching 
competencies related to abuse prevention. 

Setting new priorities in the World of Chess 
direction. Assessment of the Chess in Schools 
project's social impact, continuing the project 
integration into the general education system
of the Russian Federation.

2019
2020
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FOUNDATION’S IMPACT RESULTS
OVERALL PROGRAMME RESULTS IMPACT RESULTS

Number of children
involved in the programme's
projects 41

 09
8

2017 2018 2019

40
 14

1

39
 83

2

Number
of events 106116109

2017 2018 2019

Number of specialists
trained 468348359

2017 2018 2019

We pay specific attention to the 
results of all levels within the struc-
ture of key performance indicators
of the programmes. The results of the 
supported projects are of special 
importance for us, as they reflect 
actual changes in the lives of our 
beneficiaries.
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1610Number of
sledge hockey
teams

FOUNDATION’S IMPACT RESULTS
HOCKEY DIRECTION

FOUNDATION’S IMPACT RESULTS
CHESS IN SCHOOLS PROJECT

2017 2018 2019

Number of regions
covered by the project 16119

2017 2018 2019

Number of schools
covered by the project 865825
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of ice hockey competitions 152
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Number of children
participated in the project 26
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Number of schools provided 
with sports equipment 305 295 250
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SUPPORTED PROJECTS RESULTS

According to the survey*,
parents of children who play hockey
in the programme-supported
towns noted that:

A total of 636 questionnaires were received from 13 populated areas
in 4 federal districts (North-western, Far Eastern, Volga, and Siberian Federal Districts).
Changes recorded from 2014 to 2019.

14%
25%

OUTDOOR HOCKEY RINKS
HAVE BEEN REPAIRED IN THE BACKYARD,
TOWN, DISTRICT

CHILDREN RECEIVED SUPPORT
TO PURCHASE HOCKEY UNIFORMS

51%

48%

HOCKEY CLASSES HAVE BECOME
MORE ACCESSIBLE, A GROWING NUMBER
OF CHILDREN IN THE TOWN (DISTRICT)
PLAY HOCKEY

MANY CHEERFUL HOCKEY FESTIVALS
ARE HELD IN THE TOWN (DISTRICT)

Satisfaction with
the availability
of hockey
classes

*
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PRACTICAL CASE

About five years ago, a dilapidated house in our yard 
was demolished and I thought it would be a good idea 
to set up a hockey rink on an empty area. My friends 
supported me. We spent the whole summer building 
the rink with our own money. It became a very popular 
leisure area in the first winter season. People from 
around the town started visiting this place for hockey 
paying, skating, and kids sledding.

We have never had such initiatives in our city and this
is still the only example. An active community began
to form around the outdoor hockey rink, people started 
creating groups for online communication and making 
plans together. We arranged rink maintenance on our 
own: filling it with water and cleaning the ice surface. 
The whole town helped us — some people rendered 
administrative support, others provided hockey sticks, 
local authorities helped us with lighting and rink filling.

The backyard hockey rink has become a real centre 
of attraction. A couple of years ago, before the New Year, 
the local administration held a competition among 
management companies for the best winter town. 
We asked for permission to take part in the competition. 
We set up a Christmas tree, fairy lights and created ice 
figures. And we won. On December 31, people from all 
the local buildings came to the site and we celebrated 
the New Year all together. We continue to gather
people both on holidays and on weekdays.

Social activist, the city of Vorkuta

Alexey 
Tikhonov,

The power of an idea:
outdoor hockey rink as a centre
of attraction for the local
community
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In 2016, we participated in a tender for rink installation 
arranged by one of the federal companies. The winners 
were selected through an open online voting. The 
whole town took part in the process: the local printing 
house printed the leaflets, volunteers disseminated 
them around the town, published posts on social 
media, and called for voting. We took sixth place out 
of 300 participating towns, unfortunately, we could not 
reach the top three. However, the contest revealed the 
power of our community.

The following year, I took part in the NGO development 
workshop conducted by the local administration and 
learned about the Dobryi Led competition. We started 
preparing an application and initiated the NGO registra-
tion procedure. We sent the application on the last day 
and worried about the email services reliability. The 
application was marked as model! A new high-quality 
hockey rink was installed thank to the funding. When 
management of one of the companies found out about 
us, they granted a residential module now used as a 
warm locker room. Now we have regularly cleaned rink, 
a warm locker room, and about 15 pairs of skates and 
hockey sticks. Any resident of the town can use this 
equipment and premises.

As part of the Dobryi Led program, our coach complet-
ed a qualification training at the Sports Academy. Boys 
and girls aged 8–20 attend our classes. A permanent 
backyard team of 15 children received sports equipment 
from the Foundation. Last year, our team had taken part 
in a competition and came back home with a victory. 
It was extremely important for our children! Thanks to 
backyard hockey, children will be able to develop and 
travel to other cities. It was beyond our dreams. This is 
really encouraging for us. We are grateful for support 
of the Foundation! We know that we can work 
and grow further.

PRACTICAL CASE

Internal competitions conducted annually by the Federation jointly with
the Foundation help determine the interested regions that receive support. 
Equipment and books are purchased for them; teachers receive bonuses
and children get the opportunity to participate in away competitions.

The next step might be the creation of a system of licensed training followed 
by issuance of professional development certificates to teachers. This will 
involve even more teachers in the training process and will allow for the 
proper use of chess as a universal educational tool. These tools may help 
teach children to deeply focus on problems (not just in chess!) and therefore 
to develop their thinking abilities. Moreover, chess is a very interesting game. 
Talks about chess may help expand the horizons of children though retrospec-
tive journeys into culture, history, painting, mathematics, and music.

Head of the Chess Education 
sub-committee under the Chess 
Federation of Russia, a lecturer of the 
Chess in Schools project

Alexander 
Kostyev,

As a civil society organisation, the Zolotaya Shaiba Club exists solely
with donations from benefactors. The Timchenko Foundation has been the 
only permanent partner of the Club for several years. 

The Dobryi Led programme provides an opportunity to promote hockey
and involve children from different parts of the country and different social 
strata into this sport. It also helps involve their families through such
festivals as "I love dad, mom, and ice hockey". 

We hope that the Foundation's model will inspire other organisations
to systematically support hockey and help children from low-income
families who otherwise will not be able to afford practicing this rather 
expensive sport.

President of the Zolotaya Shaiba 
(Golden Puck) Club

Alexey 
Tarasov,

EXPERT OPINION
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OLDER
GENERATION 

PROGRAMME MISSION

PROGRAMME

Building a society in Russia where one 
can grow old without fear — the society
for all ages.
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME 

Today we can clearly see this, for example, by the 
number of events for the elderly held everywhere. Their 
issues are very diverse: education, health, employment, 
volunteering, etc. We welcome such changes and hope 
that Russian society will really become favourable for all 
ages. Our Foundation now plans to focus on supporting 
and developing best care practices for the elderly in 
need of assistance. It is very important that this care
is available in familiar conditions — at home and in the 
immediate environment. Therefore, our work will focus 
on strengthening the role of local communities in 
providing long-term care for their elderly.

The programme, as before, is realised 
at three main levels:

Activity Areas 

For several years, the main activity area of
the Older Generation programme was the Active 
Generation competition aimed at changing 
attitudes towards the elderly and the attitude of 
these people to themselves — to their life at this 
age. In 2013, when the Foundation launched the 
competition, almost no one spoke publicly about 
the older generation and its role in society. Over 
the past eight years, the Foundation has supported 
about 1.5 thousand projects that have changed 
attitudes towards the elderly in society and among 
the elderly themselves. People have understood 
that the so-called "old age" should actually be
a full-fledged life stage giving an opportunity for 
development and personal fulfilment.

In 2019, we actively developed the educational 
direction in geriatrics and in the long-term care 
system (LTC). In Russia, it is still under development: 
regions face difficulties including the lack of
a system for identifying needs, absence of profes-
sional interaction between administrative entities, 
institutions, and NGOs, as well as the problem of 
implementing federal actions taking into account 
the regional specifics. Training programmes help
us not only to increase the level of specialists’ 
qualification but also promote their communication 
and experience exchange. This strengthens their 
motivation for further professional development
and implementation of best practices.

Support for Educational Programmes
on Geriatrics and Long-Term Care

Internships: Introduction 
to the Long-Term Care System

The Foundation supports the educational component 
of a pilot project on the long-term care system 
creation. Five foreign internships were held for more 
than 120 people — heads and their deputies from 
regional specialised departments and heads of social 
institutions from 23 regions. They learned how 
geriatrics and LTC are organised in Israel and
Germany and saw real results which can be achieved 
through proper goal setting, competent work plan-
ning and good staff qualifications.

Joint-Eshel, a non-profit organisation specialising
in studying the needs of the elderly, developing 
support and care programmes for the elderly, and 
staff training within the framework of the LTC
in collaboration with the government of Israel, 
helped organise the internship in Israel. In Israel, the 
internship participants learnt about the concept of 
succession and continuity of long-term care for the 
elderly and seriously ill people, with the national 
plan to combat dementia as well as other strategic 
programmes and their practical implementation.

Society Infrastructure Local community
Development of civic
engagement with regard
to the elderly at the local
community level.

Development of geriatrics
and the system of long-term care
for elderly in need of care,
which is accomplished through
strengthening the interaction
with their environment, family,
and employees of institutions.

Influence on the attitude
of society to ageing
and the older generation.

1 2 3

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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The city of Hochheim am Main became the destination 
for internship trips to Germany. It is home to two large 
multi-profile support centres for disabled and elderly 
people in need of outside help — Antoniushaus (home 
for the disabled) and the EVIM Seniorenzentrum 
Hochheim (centre for the elderly). In Germany, the 
internship participants witnessed how the LTC's key 
principle is implemented in practice: work is effective 
if the person is provided with quality and reasonable 
support they really need. This principle allows 
everyone to receive individual services to maintain 
their quality of life while the resources are efficiently 
allocated within the system.

Evaluation of Internship Programmes

In 2019, the effectiveness of internship programs for 
long-term care system professionals was evaluated. 
The evaluation was conducted by Process Consulting 
Company. It focused on identifying short-term and 
long-term changes related to the implementation of 
the knowledge and experience gained by the 
participants during the internships.

The estimation results show that internships really 
contribute to a better understanding of the principles 
and values underlying LTC, its elements and 
technologies by specialists. The difference in 
participants' expectations before and after internships 
is of interest. 

Before the trips, most of the participants assumed 
that internships would help them improve existing 
practices, but finally, they recognised that they were 
going to introduce new approaches and upgrade the 
skills of their specialists. 

Based on the evaluation results, we decided to focus 
on supporting joint expertise for the regions at the 
next stage of the internship programme 
development. A group of specialists with a modern 
understanding of LTC has been formed in Russia 
thanks to the international internships. It is important 
to build a system for the information and experience 
exchange between them including the possibility of 
getting advice from more experienced colleagues 
from other regions.

Nursing Courses
at St. Alexius Hospital

We have been supporting the Palliative Care 
Department of St. Alexius Hospital for several years. 
In 2019, 1,600 people received home care. Moreover, 
a Training Centre was opened on the basis of the 
hospital to train assistant nurses. This is an important 
step in the home care system development. In 2019, 
73 trainees received training. Among them are those 
who will work not only in St. Alexius Hospital but 
also in other inpatient institutions, as well as 
volunteers and patients' relatives.

Society for All Ages Conference: 
Presentation of Cases
To date, the conference remains almost the only 
platform in the country that allows bringing together 
leading social and medical professionals working 
with the problems of the older generation. It also 
creates conditions for the development of 
sustainable interdepartmental communication in LTC 
and promotes the model of care in local 
communities.

In 2019, our conference had merged with Russia – 
Territory of Care, the second National forum. It gained 
informational and financial support from more than ten 
strategic partners. For us, it indicates that the relevance 
of the older generation issue in Russia is increasing.

The conference gathered 1,500 participants from 25 
regions of Russia. More than 100 Russian and foreign 
experts and government representatives, researchers, 
and leaders of the non-profit sector spoke at the 
conference. The programme focused on the analysis of 
practices relevant to Russia.

The Active Generation Competition: 
Summary
The Active Generation National Competition became 
the first in our country to support the initiatives of the 
elderly. This allowed them to remain an important part 
of society and to keep active thereby improving their 
quality of life.

In 2019, we started evaluating the results of this 
competition to identify the achievements of the teams 
of the supported projects over eight years and to reveal 
the changes that occurred in the territories due to the 
competition. A large-scale retrospective study * 
covered all stakeholders: teams of the supported 
projects, their beneficiaries and partners, regional 
partners of the competition, and government 
representatives. 

A comprehensive study "Active Generation Competition Summary and Evaluation of the Prospects for the Development
of Social Support for the Older Generation". Triangle Consulting Group, 2019.

*

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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The Foundation will present the results of the study 
in 2020. But even their preliminary estimation
showed that the Active Generation Competition
led to positive changes:

the number of non-profit organizations that deal 
with the older generation issues increased 
significantly;

teams with knowledge and skills necessary for the 
successful implementation of projects for the older 
generation have been formed;

new leaders have appeared — they are aware of the 
development potential of this topic and intend to 
use it;

the range of services for the elderly has expanded;

the state and commercial organizations became 
more active in investing financial resources to 
support such projects and programmes.

1,284 applications from different regions of the 
country were received for the last Active Generation 
Competition; 255 of them won the competition.

Close Circle Competition: Design
and Preparation for the Launch
In 2019, the programme team worked with experts 
to develop a new competition — Close Circle (draft 
title). It will identify and develop successful care 
practices for the elderly in the immediate environ-
ment and, if possible, replicate them. The competi-
tion will be held in 2020.

CHALLENGES OF 2019 PLANS FOR 2020

2019 was a special year for the programme. 
The renewed team of the Older Generation 
programme had to review the list of supported 
projects, conduct their audit, evaluate their effec-
tiveness, and determine their potential for scaling 
and independent development. It was important 
to identify the main areas in which the Foundation's 
support could be significant, provided that the 
Foundation would refrain from duplicating the 
actions of other partners, but complement and 
strengthen them. 

The main challenge of 2019 was the completion 
of the Active Generation competition by the Founda-
tion. It is important that the transition period is 
friendly for all participants allowing them to maintain 
the sustainability of the results achieved, to identify 
and support successful practices, and to strengthen 
existing partnerships.

2019
2020

Focus area of the year — identify all 
the elements in the care system and 
build interaction between them.

Launch and conduct the Close Circle competition 
to support the care practices for the elderly in their 
immediate environment. Form a community of 
organisations that build different types of such care. 

Create and distribute methodological materials 
based on the estimation of the Active Generation 
competition results. 

Improve the monitoring and assessment system 
of the Older Generation programme.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
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FOUNDATION’ IMPACT RESULTS
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES 

Number of participants
in geriatrics educational
programmes

2018 2019

Number of 
regional social sphere managers
who participated in international
internships on long-term
care issues 11576

2018 2019

Number of 
regional social sphere professionals 
who participated in educational 
programmes and long-term 
care activities 1 176

1 2201 883

2018 2019

IMPACT RESULTS

110

We pay specific attention to the 
results of all levels within the struc-
ture of key performance indicators 
of the programmes. The results of the 
supported projects are of special 
importance for us, as they reflect 
actual changes in the lives of our 
beneficiaries.
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SUPPORTED PROJECTS RESULTS
ACTIVE GENERATION COMPETITION

According to the competition summary, 
the project managers note**:

160 000
SENIOR CITIZENS
IMPACTED BY EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMMES ON LTC 
AND GERIATRICS*

114 000 PEOPLE WITH IMPROVED 
LIVING CONDITIONS
IN INSTITUTIONS FOR 
THE ELDERLY

46 000 PEOPLE GOT ACCESS
TO HIGH-QUALITY MEDICAL
AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Of these

SUPPORTED PROJECTS RESULTS
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES IN 2019

52%54%
GROWTH IN THE NUMBER
OF VOLUNTEERS INVOLVED
IN THE PROJECTS

STRENGTHENING OF THE
INTERGENERATIONAL TIES

78% 65%
INCREASE IN ACTIVITY
OF THE ELDERLY
POPULATION

EMERGENCE OF NEW FORMS
OF LEISURE FOR THE ELDERLY

49%
INCREASE IN SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
OF THE ELDERLY

A comprehensive study "Active Generation Competition Summary and Evaluation of the Prospects for the Development 
of Social Support for the Older Generation". Triangle Consulting Group, 2019.

**The estimation of impact coverage/scale was conducted by comparing the number of regional representatives participating
in a programme and the number of people living in inpatient facilities or receiving medical services.

*
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PRACTICAL CASE

I have been the Director of the Social Service Centre 
since 2006, and since 2010 I have been the Director 
of the nursing home. In April 2019, our institution 
joined the LTC pilot project. Before this, our main goal 
was to provide our care recipients with proper basic 
care, namely, nutrition and hygiene. After the first 
stage of training conducted by the representatives of 
the Starost v Radost (“Enjoying Old Age”) Foundation,
I realised that the principles of providing services and 
the approach to the quality of living of our care recipi-
ents shall be changed. Of course, it required team-
work, so I did my best to immediately send
my specialists for training. 

At the time of joining the LTC programme, we had
12 care recipients with reduced mobility. Behind the 
scenes, they and we alike were satisfied with the level 
of care they received as they were in their rooms most 
of the time. To date, we have ensured mobility for all
of them, except for one woman unable to move: they 
take food in the common room, participate in joint 
activities, and go for a walk. 

We hired an adaptive physical education instructor,
a social work specialist, and a cultural events organiz-
er. Various activities are organised daily for our care 
recipients. As part of our participation in the LTC,
we received funds to purchase additional training 
devices and fine motor dexterity games.

Specialists of the Starost v Radost (“Enjoying Old Age”) 
Foundation — visited our institution; they noted the 
positive changes and our readiness to develop. We were 
offered an internship in Israel. Had we arrived before 
joining the pilot project, a lot of things would have been 
new for us. But most of the care system itself had already 
been implemented in our institution due to participation 
in the pilot project: activities, proper care with regard
to individual space, and regular walks. 

The system of working with relatives made the strongest 
impression on me. It is obvious that communication with 
relatives greatly affects the psychological state of the care 
recipients; they all feel the pain being abandoned or 
forgotten by family members. And in our country, unfortu-
nately, this is not uncommon. We started working in this 
direction. Jointly with a psychologist, we collected and 
analysed information on all our care recipients. Circum-
stances vary, and many people send relatives to nursing 
homes when they can't provide them with proper care on 
their own. But they are ashamed to tell their colleagues, 
family, and neighbours about the decision; this often 
becomes the reason why they do not visit their relatives. 
It is important to carry out painstaking psychological
work to change these attitudes and reconnect people. 

One woman had a strong grudge against her daughter; 
they did not communicate for a long time. We called her 
daughter, had a talk with her, and after a while, she called 
her mother. Our other care recipient is disabled. For health 
reasons, she could not take care of her daughter with 
cerebral palsy and many years ago she had to leave her. 
We arranged their meeting, and it was good for
both of them. 

Director of the Levokumsky
Nursing Home for the Elderly
and Disabled

One of the residents with complete hearing loss 
found his granddaughter via the Internet, and now 
they actively communicate in the Odnoklassniki 
social network. Contacts with relatives improve the 
emotional state of our charges; it becomes easier
to work with them, and this, in turn, affects the 
mood of the staff. 

Participation in the LTC pilot project changed a lot 
for me personally either: it allowed me to assess the 
work of the institution from a different angle and
to realise my creative abilities. The hard work of
the entire team gave a great result.

Natalia 
Eremenko,

“Doing things in a new way
and seeing decent results
is an incomparable
pleasure…”
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It is of great worth that the Timchenko Foundation addresses exactly 
those areas that need systemic support most of all. In the past year
or two, the Foundation has been actively involved in LTC development. 
LTC should ensure an active and long life for all people who need care 
and assistance due to their disability, injury or age.

According to the latest research  conducted jointly with the Higher School 
of Economics (National Research University), more than two million 
people need care — from partial to total. Unfortunately, the numbers 
will grow, because people live longer, which means they get sick more. 
Society must realise that this is not a problem of outsider marginalised 
old people in nursing homes.

At some point, our grandparents, parents, and relatives may need to be 
taken care of. The sooner the situation with support for people who 
depend on care becomes civilised and structured, the more likely our 
children are not to be faced with a choice: to quit their jobs or leave their 
mother or father without help. By virtue of the Foundation's activities, this 
desirable future is coming faster. The only question is: at the cost of how 
many human lives will we finally realise its value? Too many people have 
already passed away or have been left without care. Too often we hear 
from managers at various levels or from relatives of elderly people who 
care for them at home: "Had I known that before!". And then there may 
be any continuation: I wouldn't have broken my back; I wouldn't have 
quitted my job; I wouldn't have given up the idea of having a baby; 
I wouldn't have become disabled. It's all very tragic and scary. 
We wish we had such situations less often by joining our efforts. 

The key task is to change the attitude of decision-makers. Thanks to the 
Foundation's support, we were able to arrange profound internships for 
them. No matter how much they talk about the way the LTC should be 
organized, it is still better to see it once, than hear about it a hundred 
times. Internships provide a different perspective and deep understanding 
of the situation. Thanks to them, the level of professionalism and consis-
tency in working with the elderly in the regions is gradually increasing.

Director of the Starost v Radost 
(“Enjoying Old Age”) Charity 
Foundation

Elizaveta 
Oleskina,

For the last eight years, the Timchenko Foundation's Active Generation 
programme has changed its attitude towards the older generation. 
Now we say "not for them, but with them". We understand how harmful 
social exclusion is for many retired and how important social policy is 
in relation to own ageing, maturing of family members, growing up 
of children.

In addition, the programme gave our elderly an opportunity to actively 
engage in local communities' life by creating initiative groups and 
implementing their ideas, and expanded the range of NGOs that work 
systematically with people of retirement age. It also stimulated the 
formation of a new group of people willing to get involved. For example, 
experts and businessmen who began to support projects aimed 
at increasing the activity of the older generation.

The programme has changed the situation in the regions, in towns
and small villages. Supported initiatives continue to develop. There are 
new regional programmes for working with the older generation. People 
become aware of what the culture of ageing should be like in a society. 
We are grateful to the founders and the team of the Timchenko
Foundation for current and future changes.

Executive Director of the 
Khoroshie Istorii (Good Stories) 
Regional Charity Foundation, 
head of the Serebryaniy Vozrast 
(Silver Age) Alliance 

Tatiana 
Akimova,

EXPERT OPINION
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STRATEGIC COMMITTEE

The creation of the Strategic Committee five years ago was due to the complex structure of the Foundation, which 
operates four different programmes with their own missions and implementation strategies. Thus, it is not easy to 
maintain the unity of vision, common approaches, flexibility to respond to new challenges and cohesion of the team. 
The Strategic Committee, which brings together managers of all programmes and departments, is intended
to address these tasks.

Determine the indicators related to 
the achievement of programme 
goals to have social impact.

Develop of a mechanism for deter-
mining the cost of achieving the 
programmes' key indicators; 
conduct its pilot testing on one of 
the programmes.

Summarise and analyse the set
of results and indicators of the 
Foundation, including comparabili-
ty by level and synergy for match-
ing indicators, in order to compare, 
search for overlapping, and discuss 
the overall result of the Founda-
tion's work.

The project including 6 blocks and 35 key performance indicators was 
developed. The project requires further refinement after clarifying
the Foundation's strategic plans.

• Financial analysis of the data on the Foundation's performance, provided by 
 the Monitoring and Evaluation system, was carried out.

• The management accounting data on expense and cost items
 of programmes were compared with the financial plan indicators.

• The analysis of planned budget items, expense items limits and
 funding periods was carried out.

• The analysis of interaction with counterparties and the existing
 procedure for recording transactions in accounts was carried out.

• A method of unification of the planning system with regard to expense
 and cost items was proposed.

• The expense classification principles were proposed.

• A pilot testing of the Family and Children programme was carried out.

The task was not accomplished and has been postponed to 2021; it will be 
addressed based on the Communities of Solidarity pilot project.

Tasks Outcomes

Complete the implementation of 
unified Monitoring and Evaluation 
(M&E) standards across all 
programmes and present key 
results over time.

Conduct independent audit of M&E 
system implemented in the 
programmes in terms of 
compliance with the Foundation's 
approved M&E policies and 
standards.

The unified standards were introduced earlier in the Culture and Family
and Children programmes.

The Sport programme: based on the expert work results, the set
of indicators has been reviewed. 

The Older Generation programme: the basic set and levels of indicators
have not been changed, and they correspond to the 2020 goals of the 
programme. Adjustments are possible after the pilot year of the new 
competition.

Key results over time are included in all reporting and information
documents.

Development of the monitoring and indicators evaluation system:

1. Working Group for Monitoring and Evaluation
2. Working Group for Project Management
3. Working Group for Management Accounting
4. Working Group for Optimisation
 of Technological Resources

For individual focus areas, dedicated working groups are 
created, and external experts can be invited to participate 
in their activities. In 2019, there were four working groups 
under the Strategic Committee:

 Older Generation Programme:

• does not have a developed and described system of regular monitoring
 yet (results are collected at the end of the year);

• the M&E system for the Older Generation programme will be developed and 
 described in 2020, including during the pilot period of the new competition.

Tasks Outcomes

Strategic Committee — 2019 Outcomes

Further plans: determine the objects of accounting in relation to the 
M&E system indicators; develop a method for recording expenses in the 
accounts and principles of their allocation to focus areas and projects. An independent audit was conducted.

 Family and Children, Culture (Cultural Mosaic focus area)
 and Sport programmes:

• M&E systems are generally described in compliance with the Foundation's
 approved policy and procedures; recommendations for improvement
 have been provided (the greatest level compliance was registered in the
 Family and Children programme);

• programmes have description of key indicators of all levels, as well
 as a methodology for their collection and analysis;

• planning, monitoring, and assessment processes follow the unified standards.
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STRATEGIC COMMITTEE

Using a specific format for budgets 
and reporting of regional partners 
according to new standards.

The format for budgets and reports of regional partners of the Culture 
and Older Generation programmes is based on new standards. Starting 
from 2020, it will be extended to the Family and Children and Sport 
programmes.

The Foundation Administration

Optimisation of external and 
internal technological resources. 

The complex automation project for the Foundation was received. 
Implementation is planned for 2020.

Creation and implementation of 
a unified project management 
system.

• A set of documents regulating a universal project management system
 for all programme subdivisions and two departments (financial
 and public relations) has been developed and approved.

• Pilot implementation of the system developed based on the
 Bitrix 24 platform is planned for 2020.

In autumn 2019, I conducted an audit of the Timchenko Foundation's monitor-
ing and evaluation system. I was impressed by the Foundation's approach to 
its design and development. First and foremost, the Foundation has devel-
oped a policy for planning, monitoring, and evaluation, while the M&E system 
for individual programmes is built in strict compliance with this policy.

Each programme has a main strategy, which is maintained from the moment 
of its creation; at the same time, the programme remains a living organism, 
developing and adapting to changes in society. Partners, regional coordina-
tors, beneficiaries, experts, and other stakeholders of the Foundation and the 
programmes are involved in data collection, information analysis, and deci-
sion-making processes with regard to improvement and development of the 
programmes. The team members responsible for developing and improving 
the M&E system have the appropriate education and practical skills.

Obviously, any process has some room for improvement. One way to improve 
the Foundation's M&E system could be the standardisation of technical 
aspect of information collection, which is now carried out differently in vari-
ous programmes. Other areas of improvement could include the development 
of a unified approach to creating a holistic programme description, as well as 
the procedure for discussing, approving, and amending the programme 
documents aligned with the programme evolvement.

An independent expert in 
monitoring and assessment

Ekaterina 
Greshnova,

Preparing for the Foundation's 
strategy setting for 2020–2025.

Discussions with the founders and the Supervisory Board have been 
initiated; pilot projects for strengthening the solidarity of local 
communities have been planned.

Preparing for the Foundation's strategy setting for 2020–2025

Tasks Outcomes
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MEDIA RELATIONS

FORBES: THE FAMILY OF TIMCHENKO BILLIONAIRE CREATED THE BEST 
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION IN RUSSIA ACCORDING TO FORBES

In 2019, Forbes business magazine published its first ranking of charitable 
foundations owned by the Russian businesspeople from the Forbes Billion-
aires List. This is a real milestone for the charity sector: for the first time, the 
largest business magazine conducted its independent assessment of the 
work of private foundations. The ranking consists of two indicators: an 
expert assessment of the work (70%) and budgets (30%) of the foundations. 
The expert assessment uses four criteria: strategy, management efficiency, 
transparency, and use of grant funding. According to independent experts, 
the Timchenko Foundation took the first place. This media project includes 
the history of the Foundation, its strategy, principles and approaches to 
work that became the basis for such a high rating awarded by experts.

RUSSIAN PIONEER: EXTERNAL CONSCIENCE. MARIA MOROZOVA'S COLUMN

In the special issue of the Russian Pioneer magazine, the Director of the 
Foundation Maria Morozova discourses upon the modern understanding of 
honour — a personal responsibility for the world around us and its future. 
She also talks about those people who voluntarily take this responsibility, 
because their idea of their own dignity is connected, among other things, 
with the public good. About those people who work in the charity sector to 
make life better, but, unfortunately, have to overcome the circumstances in 
most cases. Among them, the Foundation's beneficiary Yuliya Buldakova 
from Tulun. In 2019, she created the People of the Place coordination and 
analysis centre to help victims during the flood.

A&F: THE POWER OF SMALL DEEDS. AN ARTICLE ABOUT THE ACTIVE
GENERATION COMPETITION 

The material presents examples of the supported social initiatives designed 
for older people, which involve them in active social life, create opportuni-
ties for self-realisation, and teach them new skills. Thanks to this support, 
older people get the opportunity to act, become community leaders, 
successfully compete with experienced NGO representatives for grant funds, 
the opportunity to get a job and earn money. In other words, they remain 
active people, not just the recipients of aid.

RUSSIAN REPORTER: KINDERGARTEN OR WHAT A GRANDMOTHER WANTS. 
ARTICLE COVERING THE OLDER GENERATION PROJECT IN PERM REGION

In the Zabota (Care) private nursing home in Krasnovishersk, old people live 
near the Vishera river, gather mushrooms, play cards, welcome guests and 
do fine without a strict daily schedule. The journalistic story reveals the 
concept of a comfortable home for those in need of constant care, the 
principles of such care and their practical implementation.

MEL: HOT POTATO OR TAG GAME? ON THE BOOK "WHEN GRANDPARENTS 
WERE KIDS..."

With the support of the Foundation, Polyandria publishing house released 
the second book in the series "When grandparents were kids", which will 
help children learn more about the childhood of their grandparents in the 
USSR. To attract more attention to the publication, the media project was 
launched with a test about household objects, games, and other iconic
items of the time.

One of our priorities is to openly discuss existing problems and raise awareness of current social issues, including through 
the media. In 2019, 9,405 articles were published in Russian media about the Foundation's work and supported initiatives 
and projects. This is 30% more than in the previous year. Of these, 4,732 publications are unique.

The Foundation's work was also covered in 5 special media projects:
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The amount of programme expenses by focus areas,
mln RUB

87 107,489

2018 20192017

266
463,1

300

2018 20192017

347
154,4287

2018 20192017

94
263,2

102

2018 20192017

Expanses for programme activates

The total amount of the Foundation's expenses in 2019, mln RUB

2017 2018 2019

2019

67 81 82

778

845 875 1 070

794 988

Balance 
at the beginning 

of the year

Voluntary
property
donation

and founders’
contributions

Miscellaneous
receipts

The total amount of the Foundation's target funding in 2019,
mln RUB 

834,6

1,8391,5

1 228 млн ₽ 

Administrative expenses

Culture Family and Children*

SportOlder Generation

In 2018, in order to increase the informativity of the Foundation's financial and management reports, a pilot method was used for partial 
calculation of the funds spent within the framework of targeted financing of the Family and Children programme. Accordingly, in 2019, this section 
covers the project funds which were transferred under donation agreements in 2018, but reflected in the partners closing statements submitted
in 2019. Also, starting from 2019, it was decided to include the data from interim reports submitted by partners as of 31.12.2019 into the financial 
statements of the Family and Children programme, which allows achieving maximum consistency of monitoring and evaluation indicators,
as well as substantive and financial sections of the report.

* 
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TEAM

In achieving its goals, the Foundation maintains 
a compact team and applies the principle of 
effective distribution of responsibility.

The Foundation structure is shown 
as of December, 2019

Managing Director
Maria MOROZOVA

Head of the 
Family and Children
programme
Elvira GARIFULINA

Program Manager
Irina FILIPPOVA

Head of the 
Sport programme
Igor BARADACHEV

Program Manager
Lilia TIMUROVA 

Head of the 
Older Generation 
programme
Kira YANKELEVICH 

Program Manager
Maria ALEKSAKOVA 

Chief Accountant
Elena YATSENKO 

Accountant
Lubov NEKRASOVA

Lawyer
Dmitry DENISOV

Senior Manager of the 
Public Relations Department
Ksenia SHNYREVA

Communications 
Advisor
Margarita TARASOVA

Manager of the 
Public Relations Department
Maria LEBEDEVA

Secretary
Eugeniya UGLEVA 

Assistant to Managing Director
Galina TARASOVA

Head of the 
Culture programme
Elena KONOVALOVA

Program Manager
Evgeniya SADKOVSKAYA

The Klyuch (Key) Charitable Foundation — the Timchenko Foundation's 
strategic partner in implementing the Family and Children programme.

Executive Director
Marina NESTEROVA

Head of the 
Child in the Family 
programme
Olga BORTSOVA

Program Managers
Elena KIRILLOVA,
Maria KUTEYNIKOVA

Head of the Family and Home 
programme
Tatiana INOZEMTSEVA

Chief Accountant
Elena OBUKHOVA
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO OUR PARTNERS

Gorod Gubakha urban district administration

Ak Bars Ice Hockey Club

Alexander Pozjaev, Construction Projects Manager,
Volga Group OOO (Russian type LLC)

Analytical Centre for the Government of the Russian 
Federation

Bashkirskiye Piraty (Bashkir Pirates), Sledge Hockey 
Club

Central Clinical Hospital of St. Alexis the Metropolitan 
of Moscow, ANO

Centre for the Support of Network Initiatives,
Stavropol Regional Social Organization

Charity Foundation for Tyumen City Development

Children's Sledge Hockey League, ANO

Claudia Conson, supervisor of the geriatric nursing 
department for the southern district of the Israeli
Ministry of Health

Continental Ice Hockey League

Department for Family and Children Affairs of the Tomsk 
Region

Department of Education and Science of the Tambov 
Region

Dobryi Gorod (Good Town) Charitable Foundation for 
City Development, Tolyatti 

Dobryi Gorod (Good Town), Foundation for the Support 
of Social Projects and Initiatives, Yaroslavl

Dobryi Gorod Peterburg (Good City of St. Petersburg) 
Charitable Foundation

Dorogoyu Dobra (By the Path of the Good) Regional 
Social Organization of Parents of Disabled Children

Elvira Aleinichenko, independent consultant

Federal State Statistics Service (Rosstat) and personally 
Elena Frolova

Galina Semya, a member of the Coordination Council 
under the Russian Government for holding the Decade of 
Childhood in the Russian Federation

Garant, Archangelsk Centre of Social Technologies 

Gazprombank Electronic Trading Platform (ETP-GPB)

Hockey Museum

Ice Hockey Academy, Private Educational Institution of 
Additional Professional Education

Ice Hockey Federation of Russia

Ice Hockey Federation of the Amur Region

Ice Hockey Federation of the Chuvash Republic

Ice Hockey Federation of the Leningrad Region

Ice Hockey Federation of the Nizhny Novgorod Region

Ice Hockey Federation of the Perm Region

Ice Hockey Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan

Ice Hockey Federation of the Tula Region

Intergaz OOO (Russian type LLC) 

Invalidy Sporta (Disabled Sports Association) Regional 
Social Association n.a. E. Vinokurov, an Olympic Games 
champion 

Ivan Yegorov, volunteer

Khoroshie Istorii (Good Stories) Charitable Foundation

Krylya Sovetov Ice Hockey Club

Leningrad Region Committee on General and Vocational 

Education

Marina Lashkul, 1st class analyst, Centre for Protection 
of Children's Rights and Interests, Federal State 
Budgetary Institution of the Ministry of Education of the 
Russian Federation

Ministry of Education and Youth Policy of the Ryazan 
Region

Moscow State University of Psychology and Education 
(MSUPE)

Natalia Peryazeva, Director, Skazki u Kamina (Tales by 
the Fireplace), ANO

Nikolay Rimskyi, volunteer

Partnership for Every Child, Centre for Development of 
Innovative Social Services ANO, Saint Petersburg

Perm Region authorities

Polylog Agency OOO (Russian type LLC)

Professional Community of Cultural Managers, 
Non-profit Partnership 

Project Initiative ANO for the development of 
sociocultural projects

Roman Frolov, Head of Construction Projects 
Department, Volga Group OOO (Russian type LLC)

Russian Clinical and Research Centre of Gerontology

Russian Figure Skating Federation

Russian Union of Athletes  

Russian Wushu Federation

Sibirsky Charitable Foundation for Support of Public 
Initiatives

SKA Ice Hockey Club

Sochi Ice Hockey Club

Spartak Ice Hockey Club

Sportiss, Academy for Research of Ice Hockey with 
Puck

Starost v Radost (Enjoying Old Age) Foundation 

Student Rowing League

Studio Dialog, ANO

The Chess Federation of Russia

Torpedo Ice Hockey Club

Transbunker, Sport Club

Udmurt Republic authorities

Vera, Nadezhda, Lyubov (Faith, Hope, Love) Centre for 
the Promotion of Family Education, State Budgetary 
Institution

Veterans of Sports, Sports Support and Development 
Foundation

Youth Maritime League

Zolotaya Shaiba (Golden Puck), Russia-wide Junior Ice 
Hockey Players Club n.a. A.V. Tarasov
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CONTACTS

The Elena and Gennady Timchenko Foundation

?
11 Timur Frunze str., building 1, floor 1 
Moscow, 119021, Russia

Phone: +7(495) 539–31–76
Email: inform@timchenkofoundation.org 

timchenkofoundation.org

facebook.com/timchenkofoundation
instagram.com/timchenko_foundation
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